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Dansk resumé af Theology & American Politics: An Overlooked Dimension in 
Political History. 
 
Dette speciale undersøger hvorvidt den teologiske begrebsverden kan tilfører politisk 
historie oversete aspekter. Dette gøres med ugangpunkt i fundamentalistiske og 
evangelisk kristen i 1960'erne og 1970'ernes USA. 
 
Ved en historiografisk gennem gang gennemlyses centrale problem-stillinger i den 
politiske historie forskning vedrørende kristendom i Amerika. Med Ideologi-teori, Max 
Webers idealtyper og sociologiske hypoteser om civil religion som referenceramme, 
gennemgås de muligheder som teologi kan åbne op for, i dette forskningsfelt. 
 Analysen bygger på de historiske fremstillinger der er af koldkrigsperiodens 
USA, med det formå at belyse hvordan og hvorledes teologiske begreber er blevet fundet 
anvendelige. 
 Max Webers Protestantiske arbejdsetik-hypotese ses i lyset af den 
senmoderne service økonomi, som materialiseret i butikskæden Wal-Mart. Ligeledes har 
både De Forenede Staters inddæmningspolitik og borgerrettighedskampen i slut-
1950erne, samt prominente politiske figurers personlige tro og ideologier (som f. eks 
George Wallace, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan og Jerry Falwell) indflydelse på hvorledes 
kristen teologi fortolkes ind i den historiske kontekst. Scopes-retsagen om evolutionslærer 
fra 1925 og Baptist-præsten Jerry Falwells politiske og religiøse virke opstilles som cases 
for hvorledes teologiske forandringer skaber bund for politisk handling. 
 Det konkluderes at teologiske fortolkningsspørgsmål, så som 
dispensationalismen kontra postmillennialismen (spørgsmålet om under hvilke 
omstændigheder Jesu Genkomst kan forekomme). Idéen om konsensus historie, som var 
særligt udbredt blandt amerikanske intellektuelle, kan ses som en årsag til manglende 
teologiske analyser i den politiske historie. Dette konsensus ofte ser sådanne stridigheder 
gå imod en overordnet tro på et pluralistisk liberalt demokrati, hvori stridigheder af den art 
ikke er en del af fortællingen (eller decideret modstrider den). Det er forfatterens klare 
vurdering af teologiske aspekter ville kunne forklare hvorfor tidligere uinteresserede 
grupper af Kristne i slut-70erne forøgede deres politiske aktivisme markant. 
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Theology & American Politics: 
An Overlooked Dimension in Political History  
 
"I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for 
which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all" 
- The Pledge of Allegiance, 1954-version 
 
In the months between October of 2004 and December of 2005 the rural town of Dover, 
Pennsylvania was the scene of fierce struggle over the Dover Areas School District’s 
biology curriculum. Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, controversy had split 
the community of roughly 22,000 inhabitants into two camps – those who believed in 
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution and those who believed that “God created the heaven and 
the earth”1. The teachers in the rural town became the first in the United States required to 
tell students that evolution is not the only theory. The Dover Area School Board passed a 
policy requiring that its high school science classes include the controversial idea of 
intelligent design, and passed a statement on this change to the biology curriculum stating: 
“Students will be made aware of gaps/problems in Darwin’s theory and of other theories of 
evolution including, but not limited to, intelligent design”2, thereby instructing science 
teachers to inform the students of an alternative theory to Darwinian evolution. The 
alternative was made through a textbook named Of Pandas and People: The Central 
Question of Biological Origins (1989) by Zoologist professor Percival Davis of Hillsborough 
Community College. Advocates of Intelligent Design believed it was a bold, new scientific 
theory, with the power to overthrow the Theory of Evolution – since it claims that some of 
the features of living organisms are ‘too complex’ to have evolved entirely through the 
natural selection process. This idea is sometimes referred to as Spontaneous Evolution. 
To opponents it was nothing but Creationism in disguise. If so, it would be a religious 
teaching, and if so, it would be a violation of the First Amendment to the United States 
                                                          
1 Gen. 1:1. 
2 Case 4:04-cv-02688-JEJ Document 342 Filed 12/20/2005, p.116 
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Constitution’s Establishment Clause. ”Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion”3. 
 Young Earth Creationists, like Dover School Board members Alan Bonsell and 
Bill Buckingham, who headed the effort to bring Intelligent Design into the Dover High 
School curriculum, rejected much of modern science in favor of a literal reading of the 
Bible. They believe the Earth is less than 10,000 years old and that God created 
everything fully-formed, including humans, in just six days. Buckingham, a retired 
policeman, complained that a biology book recommended by the school administration – 
Brown University professor in Biology Kenneth Miller’s Biology: The Living Science (2002) 
– was “laced with Darwinism”4. Wanting another reference book, he turned to the Seattle-
based conservative think tank, The Discovery Institute, which stated goal on Science and 
Culture is “to counter the materialistic interpretation of science by demonstrating that life 
and the universe are the products of intelligent design”, describing Darwin’s theory as the 
idea of “life developed through a blind and purposeless process”5. The Institute referred 
him to Of Pandas and People and other material on Intelligent Design. Here Buckingham 
found a view that did not seem to conflict with his own. The book laid out that "Intelligent 
Design means that various forms of life began abruptly through an intelligent agency, with 
their distinctive features already intact: fish with fins and scales, birds with feathers, beaks 
and wings”6. Although God is never mentioned in the Pandas-book, it does speak of 
“cause” and “agency”. To the Kitzmiller-family, this violated their constitutional rights by 
introducing religion into science class. On September 26, 2005, almost exactly a year after 
the school board devised the Intelligent Design-policy, six weeks of testimony in the case 
of Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District got underway in the federal court in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. 
 It has been a long time since Richard Hofstadter concluded about the 1960s 
that “the evolution-controversy seems as remote as the Homeric era to intellectuals in the 
East […] Intellectuals have boogies far more frightening than Fundamentalism in the 
schools”7. If this sentiment seams outdated, it is because it is just that. Though the case of 
the Scopes Monkey Trial was thought to be the Trial of the Century to end the war 
                                                          
3 First Amendment to the United States Constitution 
4 Associated Press, 9/27/2005 – Witness Cites School Board’s Anti-Evolution Bias 
5 http://www.discovery.org/about.php 
6 Davis, Of Pandas, pp. 100  
7 Hofstadter, Anti-intellectualism, p. 129 
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between Creationist and Darwinians, the fight resurfaced after Hofstadter wrote his work 
on Anti-intellectualism. The fight raged on in court. Epperson v. Arkansas (1967) ruled that 
states may not require curricula to align with the views of any particular religion8, McLean 
v. Arkansas (1982) ruled that requiring schools to balance the teaching of evolution with 
the teaching of creation science violated the First Amendment on a state level9, and in 
Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) the United States Supreme Court finally ruled that teaching 
creationism in public schools is unconstitutional because it is an attempt to advance a 
particular religion10. In the United States District Court for the Middle District of 
Pennsylvania, as George W Bush appointee Judge John E. Jones III handed down his 
verdict on December 20th, 2005, Intelligent Design was tested and put on the stand. Jones 
found that teaching intelligent design in public school biology classes violates the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, 
because Intelligent Design is not science and "cannot uncouple itself from its creationist, 
and thus religious, antecedents"11. The twenty-first century Scopes “monkey trail” debate 
thus ended in defeat for Christian Fundamentalism. Yet, according to Gallup, four in ten 
Americans, as of 2010, believe in a strict creationism12, thus rejecting Darwin’s Theory of 
Evolution. Perhaps this tells us why the battle between evolution and creationism keeps 
returning. Something is keeping these ideas alive. 
  
“You go into these small towns in Pennsylvania and …  in the Midwest. [I]t's not surprising 
then they get bitter, they cling to guns or religion or antipathy toward people who aren't like 
them … as a way to explain their frustrations”13 
– Barack Obama, on small town-America, 2008. 
 
 With the election of Barack Obama in 2008, you had for the first time since 
1976 a Democratic presidential candidate who was much more comfortable talking about 
his personal faith than was the Republican candidate. The Republican candidate, John 
McCain, despite stating that he personally believed “this nation was founded primarily on 
                                                          
8https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/393/97 
9 http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/mclean-v-arkansas.html 
10http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/search/display.html?terms=Edwards%20v.%20Aguillard&url=/supct/html/h
istorics/USSC_CR_0482_0578_ZS.html 
11 http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/kitzmiller/kitzmiller_342.pdf 
12 http://www.gallup.com/poll/145286/four-americans-believe-strict-creationism.aspx 
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Christian principles", and that he would "prefer someone who has a grounding in my 
faith"14, seemed to have a lot of problems formulating what that faith was - one day 
Episcopalian and another day Baptist. Theologically, there is a big difference between the 
two. This, along with changes in demographics, helped loosen the grip that conservatives 
have had on the Evangelical vote. It would, then, seem timely to ask why and how 
conservatism and Evangelical Christendom formed a coalition that institutionalized itself in 
a Religious Right? Perhaps, since this movement has only just passed its zenith, the 
scholarly work on the movement has not reach a consensus on its origin. Yet, the changes 
American society went through from The Cold War, Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society and 
the Civil Rights struggle to the Reagan Revolution and trickledown economics could not 
have “pass[ed] over” the Evangelical flock15.  
 “The Year of the Evangelical”, proclaimed the cover of Newsweek’s October 
25th, 1976 issue. That year the word Born again had risen to center stage of the political 
theater. Former special Counsel to the White House and one of the Watergate felons, 
Chuck Colson had just released his memoirs – Born Again, a best-seller16. In a much 
contested Democratic Presidential Primary-campaign, the at the time unknown Georgia 
governor James Earl Carter had told the North Carolina-democrats, before the March 23th 
state primary, that he was a ‘born again’ Christian. For his religious views, at the time 
unfamiliar to many of the big New York based newspapers, Carter was scrutinized17. But 
by the time of the 1980 presidential election, Evangelical belief was by no means a faux 
pas in American politics. Both mayor party candidates, Carter with his South Baptist 
credentials and California Governor actor-turned-politician Ronald Reagan a self-
proclaimed evangelical Christian, as well as the Independent bid of John B. Anderson, had 
stroked an evangelical tune18. The importance of a candidate’s religious affiliation has 
come a long way, since John F. Kennedy – first Roman Catholic ever to win a presidential 
election – had told listeners at the Rice Hotel in Houston, TX that he believe in “a president 
whose views on religion are his own private affair, neither imposed upon him by the nation, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
13http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mayhill-fowler/obama-no-surprise-that-ha_b_96188.html 
14 http://edition.cnn.com/2007/POLITICS/10/01/mccain.christian.nation/index.html?_s=PM:POLITICS 
15 Exodus. 12:13 
16 Balmer, Randall – God in the White House, pp.109. 
17 ibid., pp. 80. 
18 ibid., pp 110. 
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nor imposed by the nation upon him as a condition to holding [the oval] office”19, thus 
urging voters not to add to their considerations of which candidate to vote for high office a 
candidates personal faith. Fast forward 40 years, to the eve of the Iowa caucus to the 
2000-presidential election, Texas Governor George W. Bush tells that Jesus is his favorite 
philosopher because faith “changed [his] life … [and] when you accept Christ as the 
Savior, it changes your heart. It changes your life”, as it had changed him20. How, in the 
course of these 40 years, did American politics break with what professor in American 
religious history at Columbia University Randall Ballmer calls ‘the Kennedy-paradigm’ 
when dealing with a candidates religion21. What, if any, role did religion play? 
 I believe it is vital to the understanding of the role of religion in American 
presidential politics to get a grasp of the concept of what I would call a redeemer 
presidency. In the history of the Religious Right, some historians points to the election of 
James Earl Carter as a proof that evangelicals could be politicized, despite their historical 
distrust of politics22. Yet four years later, groups like Moral Majority helped mobilized the 
very same evangelicals behind the candidacy of Ronald Wilson Reagan, winning him the 
election of 1980 as well as 198423. What explains the Evangelical’s change of heart? Had 
it anything to do with Carters presidency or Reagan’s candidacy that made evangelicals 
support the GOP over the Democratic Party? Is there any connection between the rise of 
the Religious Right and the ideological differences between Carter and Reagan? To 
understand the issue of religion in American politics, we must examine the history of 
religion in American, from the turn of the century to the age of Reagan. There lays, I 
believe, the key to understanding the role of religion in American politics today. It is pivotal 
to understand the Religious Right as being part of the mainstream – not mere fanatism24. 
But thorough analysis of this topic cannot rely on political history alone. I would argue that 
some looked over points lie in the theology, economics and demographics of the periods 
religiously based conservative politics. 
 
 
                                                          
19 ibid., pp. 175-180. 
20 Smith, Gary – Faith and the Presidency – pp. 373. 
21 Balmer, Randall – God in the White House, pp 156. 
22 Wilcox, Clyde – Onward Christian Soldier, pp. 41. 
23 ibid., pp. 42. 
24 ibid., pp. 8. 
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Thesis Statement: 
 
Is Theology an overlooked dimension of American political history, when writing about the 
Religious Right? 
 
Theory: 
 
The following section explains the theories and method that this paper encompasses. 
These theories range from politological theories of ideology, sociological methodology of 
ideal types, historical hypothesis of religion in the United States and a histographical 
framework. Lastly, it also contains an account as for how these are applied in this paper. 
 
Theory of Ideology 
 
Ideologies are an inherent part of society, manifesting itself in movies, sculptures, sermons 
or - obviously - political speeches. Ideologies are enacted through communication and 
actions of organizations or groups, representing their beliefs, which can be observed in 
their respective institutional-context25. This thesis draws on Teun van Dijk's Theory of 
ideology , as presented  in Discourse Analysis as Ideology Analysis (1995). It is used with 
the explicit goal of deducting ideologies from social cognition shared by groups and how 
this manifest itself in acts (e.g. School-teachings, sermons or business-practices). 
Ideologies are both personal (cognitive) and social. The Theory of Ideology is used as a 
realm of understanding the ideological aspects of the analysis. However, van Dijk method 
is not eminent as a tool of analyzing, but merely an underlying theme. 
This allows us to establish a link between the micro-level, how a group acts internally, and 
the macro-level, how a group acts to external situation. Ideologies can be defined as "the 
overall, abstract mental systems that organize such socially shared attitudes"26. Through 
socialization, ideologies are gradually groomed into group members or the culture at large. 
In this way, ideology works as a system of principles controlling social cognition, enabling 
                                                          
25  Teun van Dijk, in C. Schäffner & A. Wenden, pp. 17-33 
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the group to reproduce its social order. Ideology then controls the groups’ characteristics 
and sets their norms, values and goals. These group ideologies, within its specific 
structures, organize the actions that define membership. Group membership then sets the 
standard for the application of knowledge; setting the standard for behavior, which must be 
in accordance with the groups belief, e.g, Intelligent Design tries to put Biology in step with 
the Bible's teaching on Creation, if you ask a Fundamentalist Christian. 
 
Where do we locate ideologies? We see them played out between social structures and 
the personal cognition of group members, allowing it actors to translate their goals into the 
knowledge - actions and discourse representing their ideology. Ideologies control people 
social practices, actions or even how knowledge is acquired (e.g. use of media, choice of 
education, attitudes to work) which, then, enhances ones ideological stand-point. It should 
be noted, though, that this is by no means a deterministic-model. Personal variations and 
different group dynamic do exist, making an individual choice and agency an important 
factor as well. 
 
 Max Weber's Idealtypus 
 
In sociology, we find the study of social action. In history, we find the study of social 
events. If we need to see a link between the two, Max Weber set up concepts aiding us in 
this process27. Where history is composed of unique empirical material, we cannot 
generalize human condition on historic evidence. Hence, historians can use sociology to 
understand change in society. Weber provides us with 'ideal types'. Based on 
characteristics of a given subject, we can prescribe groups of ideas to certain patterns, 
emphasizing a viewpoint. This enables us to make a broad analysis of these patterns in a 
comparative setting. Weber sat up models regarding behavior and phenomenology in 
which actions and actors can be interpreted. 
 
Weber's four types of behavior: 
- Tradition (ger: traditional), e.g.: Actions based on norms. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
26 Ibid., pp 18 
27 http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2012/entries/weber/ 
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- Emotion (ger: affektual), e.g.: Actions based on needs. 
- Value (ger: wertrational), e.g.: Actions based on benefits in terms of 
goods or services. 
- Goal-oriented (ger: zwerckrational), e.g.: Actions based on a objective. 
 
These types can be used to interpret why and how people act in society, a historic event or 
in a personal relationship. 
 
On phenomenon, Weber put forth four types: 
- General sociological ideal: Concepts across cultures, periods and 
societies, e.g.: a bureaucracy 
- Historic ideal: Found in particular historical periods, e.g.: modern 
capitalist workstation 
- Structural Ideal: The consequences and causes of social norms and 
actions, e.g.: traditional marriage 
- Action Ideal: Actions based on motivation, e.g.: Shareholder profits. 
 
Max Weber's The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1905) is one of the most 
important works as it is a founding document of modern sociology. As its merits are 
evident by its longevity, Max Weber (1864 - 1920) wrote this monumental work when 
critique of Capitalism was in its formative years. Weber examines Capitalism not as a 
societal order, not made by an advance in technology, but instead by a set of ideas - 
religious ideas to be precise, specifically Calvinism. Since only God can remove Protestant 
guilt, unlike the Catholic Clergy, this creates an enormous amount of anxiety. Seeking to 
prove worthy, a lot of emphasis is put on hard work - what Weber dubs the Protestant 
Work Ethics. Unlike Karl Max (1818 - 1883), who saw religion as a drug that induced 
passive acceptance of the capitalist system, Max Weber turns this idea on its head. 
People only became capitalist because of the beliefs they already held.  
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Civil Religion vs the Kennedy-Paradigm 
 
To debate how scholars see the role of religion, we must first have a theoretical standpoint 
for this discussion. I have chosen two theories that I believe represent two sides of the 
spectrum, a theologically founded approach and a secular idea of Civil Religion. Both 
theories surround John F. Kennedy. It is understandable that disagreements exist on the 
matter of Civil Religion, as I see it, the disagreement lies in how Christian a nation with a 
predominately White Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture is. Kennedy is an interesting place to 
start this argument, as he was the first Roman Catholic to become President of the United 
States. 
 
Sociologist Robert Bellah of University of California-Berkeley formulated his idea of Civil 
Religion in America in an 1967 article of the same name28. Bellah argues that "[w]hile 
some have argued that Christianity is the national faith, and others that church and 
synagogue celebrate only the generalized religion of  'the American Way of Life', few have 
realized that there actually exists alongside of and rather clearly differentiated from the 
churches an elaborate and well-institutionalized civil religion in America". This Civil 
Religion is to be treated as a faith in its own right. It has its own sets of rituals, festivals 
and a whole and fully formed Pantheon. Even documents like Bill of Rights and the 
Declaration of Independence can be seen as a form of Scripture. "The Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution were the sacred scriptures and Washington the 
divinely appointed Moses who led his people out of the hands of tyranny". Bellah see three 
set of "trials" forming this Civil Religion: the War of Independence, the Civil War and - 
hence the focus on Kennedy - The Cold War. 
 
To Bellah, "there is every reason to believe that religion, particularly the idea of God, 
played a constitutive role in the thought of the early American statesmen", and it is this 
"concept of God" he sees Civil Religion alluding to. "Behind the civil religion at every point 
lie biblical archetypes: Exodus, Chosen People, Promised Land, New Jerusalem, and 
Sacrificial Death and Rebirth. But it is also genuinely American and genuinely new". As the 
observant reader will notice, these concepts are all from Judeo-Christian thought. Though I 
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doubt Robert Bellah wrote his article to formulate a new organized religion where Captain 
America and Uncle Sam equates Jesus Christ and King Solomon, this theory is a 
somewhat conformist. Although, it can help explain how million of American Catholics, 
Jews and even Muslims can embrace the idea that is America, taking part in a common 
symbolism of Stripes, Stars and the 4th of July. Bellah's theory helps us explain American 
nationalist imagery more than patriotic faith. 
 
To theologian and Historian, Randall Balmer, this is not a Civil Religion, it is Christianity in 
America. He instead explains John F. Kennedy in a different setting. It is "[t]he Kennedy 
paradigm of indifference toward a candidate's faith"29. He compares the election of 1928, 
where Herbert Hoover defeated New York Governor and Roman Catholic Al Smith on the 
back of strong Anti-Catholic-sentiment, with the election of 1960. From the era of the 
Depression and forth, other topics was brought to the forefront of presidential politics. 
Economy, World War and then Cold War shaped political discourse. Yet, the "Protestant 
Underworld" still had problems with Kennedys "Religious Issue" (read: him being 
Catholic)30, but the Democratic-machinery was still able to overcome such reservation and 
win enough votes for Kennedy to become president. 
So what broke the paradigm? To Balmer, "the dark depravity of Watergate and the 
ignominy of Vietnam" brought a need for "redemption and rehabilitation" to the American 
people31. In clear disagreement with Bellah, Balmer traces an underlying (Protestant) 
Christianity in American society, and any divergence is simply a historical anomaly. An 
ironic example of this is the Quakerism of Richard Nixon, which did not receive the same 
scrutiny as Kennedy's faith. As Norman Vincent Peale, leading an anti-Kennedy Protestant 
Forum a couple of month before the 1960-election, said: "I don't know if [Nixon] let [his 
faith] bother him"32. Surely, as Nixon's presidency would show, he had no tendency to let 
his Quaker pacifism, anti-drinking or Old Testament view on telling the truth affect him too 
much. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
28 Robert Bellah, "Civil Religion in America", Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. 96, 
No. 1, 1967 
29 Balmer, God in the White House, pp. 156 
30 Ibid., pp. 7 
31 Ibid., pp 79. 
32 Ibid., pp 28. 
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Historiographycal Context 
 
Historiographycal theory is very much the pursuit of philosophical moods. The following 
discuss the philosophical approaches historians has taken in recent history in order to 
further understand the theory of historical science and offer perspective on later discussion 
of where historiography of American Politics is on the subject of the Religious Right. 
 Where the end of Second World War brought in a new world order, modern 
historiography went in new directions to fit the intellectual and political shifts that had 
occurred in the early 1950s33. The global scope of the Cold War emboldened historians to 
think state affairs (diplomacy, social progress and economy) into a 'big picture'. Where the 
Cold War reconfigured geography, so did the burst of technology - especially in 
communication - instill a sense of awareness of the greater world. From the mid-1950s 
onward, computing-technology gave way for new forms of history writing based on the 
vastly bulks of data now available for analysis. This made room for new arguments in 
economic history, the analysis of demography and retrospective pseptholohy (the scientific 
study of election results)34. 
 In economic history, the 'cliometrical' approach of American economists Alfred 
Conrad and John Meyer opened up for data collection over long periods and models of 
which one cold test economic hypotheses within a certain historical problem. This 
approach gives the 'idealtypus' of Max Weber a revitalization, as computers could now 
calculate date into groups, giving tools to those wanting to link economic history with 
economic theory. In the domain of demography, modern consensus reports operated as 
an extension of human memory, which allowed analysis again with the help of computers. 
This was an enormous expansion in quantitative methodology. Both of these scholarly 
approaches came together in the study of election results, when paired with classical 
political science and disciplines such as geography, formed a quantitative foundation for 
political- and social-history. As in other areas where quantification has become useful, 
much depends on the personal reading of the scientific data. Even with a technological 
modern historiography, there is still room for interpretation. 
                                                          
33 Bentley, Michael, Modern Historiography, Routledge, London, 1999, pp 127 
34 Ibid., pp 130 
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 If the 1950s gave rise to a modernist historiography, the decade that followed 
gave rise to a period that differed, fundamentally, in its philosophically approach35. Like 
other such labels before (e.g. romantic or enlightened), modernism and post-modernist is 
better to be understood as a period more than a specific scientific method. Modernist 
views may perhaps best be seen as a cluster of positions relating to theory of science, 
from the 1910s to (roughly estimated) the 1970s. A positivistic style paved the way for 
anthropological, archaeological, sociological and even marxisant and the French annalist 
long-term social history. Modernism tries to make certainties, the post-modern does not. 
 The election of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan in 1979 and 1980, 
respectively, not only signified a shift in political leadership, it was a break from a long 
political tradition of social-planning (some might even say socialist planning) in favor of 
free market-politics. Here, I would argue, a consensus on the stewardship of common 
wealth and modernity was broken. In historical writing and the theory of science, we see 
this manifest itself in the many deconstructions (post-structuralism, alterity, and textuality) 
of any greater narrative. This 'post-modern' turn is best described by Cambridge historian 
Michael Postan, writing in 1971: "Except for Marxist, most historians writing about the 
philosophy of history, most philosophers concerned with the methodology of historical and 
social study ... have in recent years range themselves against the supposed fallacies of 
'scientism'. They accept, however unconsciously, the idealistic dichotomy of 'physical' and 
'humanistic' studies  ... and consequently decry all attempts to use the methods of natural 
science in the study of history or of human affairs in general"36. Although, I would argue, 
historians still use the before mentioned modern approaches in term of methods. It is 
important to note whether or not an idea of a greater narrative is rejected or confirmed. 
Post Modernists (often) treat any such greater narrative with skepticism. Even without this 
otherwise essential critique, the post-modern approach gave history a catalog of 
methodology dealing with the use of language and concepts of identity37. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
35 Ibid., pp 137 
36 As quoted in Bentley, pp 139 
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Consensus History 
 
"The fierceness of the political struggles has often been misleading: for the range of vision 
embraced by the primary contestants in the major parties has always been bounded by the 
horizons of property and enterprise ... [T]he major political traditions have shared a belief 
in the rights of property, the philosophy of economic individualism, the value of 
competition; they have accepted the economic virtues of capitalist culture as necessary 
qualities of man"38 
- Richard Hofstadter, The American Political Tradition (1948) 
 
In a country as diverse, multi-cultural and geographical multifarious as the United States of 
America is there any way to claim a consensus in its history? Within the field of Consensus 
History, according to the historian who subscribed to this idea, a specific period in 
American politics foster a consensus39. The Pluralist Social Theory, also known as 
Consensus History, is the theory that; In spite of political disagreements (even when 
manifested in violence) there existed an overarching agreed upon framework of basic 
economic and political principles, this being Liberalism. This idea dominated social science 
and historiography of the post-war era from 1947 to 1965. The above mentioned 
Hofstadter-quote is a classical example of this exact thinking. In the late 1960s and early 
1970s, the many cultural and counter-cultural conflicts of the decade came to dominate 
many academic disciplines, rejecting the central ideas of the consensus. 
 
The Theories Applied & Methodology 
 
Applied in this paper, the Theory of Ideologies is being understood as the socio-cognitive 
interface between structures and groups, as well as individual thoughts and discourse40. 
Ideologies have social functions, which influence interaction, coordination and social 
activities. As these functions only give indirectly access, I have chosen to predominantly 
look at persuasive communication, that is; structures with obvious goals of managing the 
                                                          
38 Hofstadter, Richard, The American Political Tradition, pp. xxxvi 
39 Hartman, Andrew, The Ghosts of Consensus History, Society for US Intellectual History- Blog, http://s-
usih.org/2008/06/radical-right-revisited-ghosts-of.html 
40 C. Schäffner & A. Wenden, Language and Peace,  pp 32 
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recipients’ minds. This is speeches, sermons, political meetings and literature aimed at a 
public audience. This is how I deduct an ideology to fit a type of theology. An excellent 
method to pair these is Max Weber's Idealtypus. 
 I address the applicability of Weber's theory in this paper. The formulation of 
type concept and general empirically uniform processes, a core sociological method, is 
helpful to a historian, when history - in general - seeks to analyze cultural significance 
through actions and structure. To this end, Weberian analysis is applicable, as it will give 
us a way to instrumentalize theological thoughts into a set of types to compare. Weber 
also see, what he calls, a 'Disenchantment of the world', as a result of the intersection of 
the Protestant Reformation and the Scientific Revolution. Weber explains that the world-
view shifts as a more rational understanding of the events of the world becomes dominant. 
Ultimately resulting in a decline of the use and belief in miracles. This follows the belief 
that secularization is on the rise, but then how do we get resurgence in Christian 
Fundamentalism? Pluralism and representative democracy can account for the lack of 
complete rationalization, in my opinion, of American Protestantism. What must also be 
considered is the competitive environment American religion has been in constantly; I 
argue the lack of a state religion in the United States makes for a good laboratory of 
evangelical ingenuity. In this way, we can see if the American theological pluralism fits any 
theories of religiosity, e.g. Civil Religion. 
 I will, in this paper, try to contest both Robert Bellah's Civil Religion contra 
Randell Balmer's Religious Indifference -hypotheses (the Kennedy-paradigm). Yet, I 
should make it clear where I stand. I support the idea of a Kennedy-paradigm, but with 
strong reservations. First and foremost, I do not believe that a candidate's religion is what 
the voter cast its vote for. It is the ideology (as defined in aforementioned Theory of 
Ideology) that is voted for. Second of all, for it to pertain a paradigm it would demand a 
whole break from previous ways of thought, and a fully exhausted stream of thinking. As 
any student of American history would know, religiosity comes and go in 'awakenings', and 
such a paradigm-shift neglects - what I believe is at the center of this debate - the role of 
Secularization. An atheist has not yet been elected President, but unlike the Queen of 
England, the American President is not the head of any Church. The First Amendment 
secures the free exercise of religion as pertains to the State. As for society in general, and 
civil society in particular, the debate of how Christian the United States is will continue. 
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This paper uses this theoretical debate as a perspective on how we understand the role of 
religion in American politics - in the 20th century and onward. This is, in my opinion, the 
core of the intellectual debate on the Religious Right. 
 The contention today, I would argue, is not if a consensus existed. Clearly, if 
we look at it intellectually, it did. The contention could lie in whether the fall of the 
consensus should be ascribed to Reaganomics, Conservatism and the Religious Right of 
the 1970s. In this paper, I take a look at how history has seen theology as a dimension of 
this intellectual debate. I try to retell the overall history of the rise of the Religious Right in 
Cold War-period, in a hermeneutic search for the role of specific theological-ideas. I have 
chosen historiography related to the period, the subject and the important figures of the 
time, as well as a study of the political history itself. I do a comparative case study - the 
Scopes-trial and the organization of the Moral Majority - as a way of showing how theology 
could be a dimension sometimes overlooked, using historical Source Criticism. With this, 
we should be able to have a discussion about theological concepts as a factor in political 
history, whether it is a course of ideological preferences, economic theories or just an 
element in realpolitik. 
 The theories presented here, should be seen as a brief introduction to the 
some of the multi faceted theoretical approaches used in this field. They should be seen 
as a context for the discussion, as well as the following historiography, not as a means to a 
step-by-step analysis. They serve as an underlying framework, and will only be explicitly 
prominent when their applicability allows it. 
 
Historiography  
 
The scholarly literature of the Christian Right is expanding. Since the mid-1990s, more and 
more volumes have pondered on the rise of religiously conservative groups such as the 
Eagle Forum, Christian Coalition and the Moral Majority. Sociologist, Political Scientist, 
Historians and Theologians has contributed to the debate, which in my view stems from an 
unraveling of legacy of Ronald Reagan. The resurgence of neo-conservatism at the helm 
of a Republican dominated US Congress of the late-1990s and early 2000s, the 
presidency of George Walker Bush, and 9/11 has made the debate of religion in American 
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politics ever relevant. The core of such debate, and the body of this paper, draws on the 
following work: 
 
At the base of this paper is the notion that the Christian Fundamentalists are a force to be 
taken seriously in American culture. As Notre-Dame Historian George Marsden argues, 
their theology and worldview is a vital part - and continues to be - in American religious 
thought. Although they were not "a response to social and political conditions"41, nor "the 
side effect of the passing of an old order ... [or] the offshoot of a social adjustment"42, 
Marsden claims, consensus of sociologist and historians has failed to see their raison 
d'être is a response to 'false doctrine'.  His work Fundamentalism and American Culture 
(1980) provides a foundation for any discussion on Fundamentalist theology and their 
interaction with other Christian groups. Marsden, as other historians used in this paper, 
see the Scopes-trial (which we will examine later), as a junction in fundamentalist and 
mainline protestant interaction. For the part on the Scopes-trial I also rely on Charles 
Israel and Edward Larsson, both highly regarded experts on the subject. The second 
edition of Marsden's book came in the aftermath of George W. Bush's reelection and 
reiterates the perspective of this debate. I have chosen these three, because they deal 
with Scopes from a cultural historians point of view. Especially Marsden provides a 
detailed view over the fundamentalist movement and how they build their instiututions. 
 
Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown University professor in Comparative Politics has with his 
Onward Christian Soldier: The Religious Right in American Politics (2011)43 - in 
partnership with Carin Robinson, assistant professor of political science at Hood College, 
laid out a primer for students of religion and politics, and a base for a broad discussion. 
Containing both a scholarly literature, interviews and surveys, it provides names and terms 
needed for operation both in politics, religious-sociology and theology. This work gives us 
historical context and links up the myriad of groups into what can be called a Religious 
Right. This is first and foremost a political analysis that shows how the social conservative 
movement overlaps with, but does not exclusively comprise, movements such as anti-
LGBT groups, Pro-lifers, Home Schoolers and Creationist. Wilcox and Robinsons offers a 
                                                          
41 Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Culture,  pp 159 
42 ibid., pp 199 
43  I use the 4th edition, 1st edition came out in 1996, but it has gone through major revisions since then. 
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great overview of the political clout and nature of the Religious Right. They conclude that 
the Religious Right is beneficial to American democracy as their groups provides an outlet 
and give a previously apolitical group of people an outlet for political involvement. Although 
I find this argument problematic, as it could neglect the discriminative (anti-gay, anti-
women and, at times, anti-black) agenda of its core constituents, in a strictly pluralistic 
view, the Religious Right democratizes Fundamentalist Evangelicals, affirming their role in 
a representative democracy. Also, Wilcox work expands on Michael Lienesch's 
Redeeming Politics (1993), in which leaders of the Religious Right account for their beliefs 
and values. "Many [Evangelical] activists see their role as that of 'Redeeming America', 
calling it to repent for its many sins and directing it to the path of salvation. Thus, Christian 
conservatives interpret elements of America's civil religion as mandating their political 
activity. Many are reluctant political warriors"44. Wilcox work offers a great terminology, but 
it is extremely generalizing. Most of his cases, when it comes to Christians in politics, is 
from Virginia, from hence he originates. I am not too sure the Upper South and Sun-belt or 
the Midwest is so alike that all of his models work on a grand scale and in areas where 
Lutherans and Methodist are more dominant than Baptists. 
Also worth mentioning is Wilcox’s article, Laying Up Treasures in Washington and Heaven 
(2003, Organization of American Historians Magazine), in which he demonstrates how 
Evangelicals are divided into three key groups - Fundamentalist, Evangelicals and 
Pentecostals. In spite of theological divisions and hostility, Jerry Falwell united them under 
an umbrella - The 'Family Cause'. Bible colleges, bookstores, magazines, radio and 
television became vital infrastructure in that unison. This scholarly work is an excellent 
example of how political science deals with religious groups and their history. 
 
To Serve God and Wal–Mart: The Making of Christian Free Enterprise (2010), by Bethany 
Moreton, assistant professor of History and Woman's Studies at University of Georgia, 
gives us the incredible story of how one of the world's largest retail-stores grew out of one 
of the most unlikely places; the Ozark plateau. This region in southern Missouri and 
northern Arkansas, with its conservative values and rural culture, was a hotbed of agrarian 
Populism. This is evident in the presidential elections of 1896 and 1900, in which William 
Jennings Bryan ran on a Democratic-ticket. This, Moreton argues, establishes an 
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underlying anti-Big Government sentiment in the South, giving support from 'Wal-Mart 
moms' to the policies of Reagan.  It was the Ozarks that gave birth to a religious 
conservatism, which was embraced by Wal-Mart and its founder Sam Walton. Where the 
'big box' retail model of Wal-Mart is well-known - cheap goods in large stores, distribution 
centers within a days drive - Moreton investigates the cultural roots of this multinational 
conglomerate. Woman was key to its success. Setting up a 'family friendly'-setting for their 
business, Wal-mart provided opportunities for white Christian woman to enter the service 
sector. Moreton coins a concept called "servant leadership", an ideology that "service labor 
itself ... taken up by Christian opinion-makers and embraced by ... the pews"45. Bethany 
Moreton, interestingly, sees a link between the charismatic mega-churches in the Ozark 
region’s servant ministry and the rise of Wal-Mart where the Christian women glorified their 
relationships with customers and viewed it as Christian service.  Moreton does a good job 
noticing how the evangelical media - such as James Dobson’s Focus on the Family Radio 
and Pat Robertson’s The 700 Club – preach for husbands to lavish their wives with praise 
for their role as homemakers. And furthermore, to think of their own role as husbands in 
terms of service-leadership instead of mastery or authority. This, Moreton argues, should 
be seen as an outgrowth of the “feminized” service-economy46.  This work offers a link 
between conservative economic policy and a concept of Christian enterprise, recruiting a 
work force that believed economic service was a calling. What I find especially useful in 
Moreton's study is that it has women as the center of the story. Where much of the 
literature focuses on the predominantly male leadership of the Christian Right, it is 
important to remember that even though few woman was at the helm of their 
congregations, they were needed to thrust the conservative movement of the 1970s & 
1980s forward. 
 
Any analysis of post-World War II America should start off with Elaine Tyler May, 
Homeward Bound (1988). She connects Cold War Politics with domestic life and bring 
forward the idea that, "it was not ... the last grasp of 'traditional' family life with roots deep 
in the past. Rather, it was the first wholehearted effort to create a home that would fulfill 
virtually all its members' personal needs through an energized and expressive personal 
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life"47. Through the lens of containment in foreign policy, so is the private sphere 
contained. May's main data for her study is the Kelly Longitudinal Study, a bulk of surveys 
of 600 white middle-class families, who settle down in the mid 1950s. A social-historian at 
University of Minnesota, she establishes how these family values prohibited personal 
autonomy - especially for Women - as something new of the 1950s. Here, I would like to 
add, May's link with foreign policy has been expanded on substantially by historians such 
as William Inboden and Brenda Plummer, from University of Texas at Austin Public 
Affairs Professor and University of Wisconsin-Madison Professor of Afro-American studies 
respectively. Inboden's  The Soul of Containment (2010) links religious mission and anti-
communism-ideology, making hostility towards Soviet dominance (especially in South-east 
Asia) not only Patriotic but also Christian. Plummer's In Search of Power, Afro-Americans 
in the Era of Decolonization (2012) further advances this debate by demonstrating how 
Civil Rights support from the political elite (read, Kennedy-democrats) was not a 
benevolent embrace of the Afro-American communities as much as it was a calculated 
part of Cold War-foreign policy. For the purpose of this paper, which does only view 
foreign policy in its domestic components, it is useful in as much as it gives an extra 
component in our ideological analysis.  
 
Professor of History at Princeton University Sean Wilentz is by no means an apolitical 
figure. He has been the Democratic Party in-house Historian for over three decades. Still, 
his The Age of Reagan (2008) sums up much of the vast secondary literature on 
Reaganism into a comprehensive analysis of the eras ideology. It provides an excellent 
background for a discussion on the predominant themes of the 1980s. Wilentz’s errand is 
to reject the revision of Carters legacy of a folksy Man from Plains who championed 
Human Rights, as we have come to know the 39th President in the years after 1981. 
Instead, Wilentz see Carter’s quasi-populist style alienating core-liberals and confusing 
liberalism’s brand to the common voter. He sees Carter's foreign policy as nothing but 
saber rattling and this, coupled with Reagan’s optimism, prepared the voters to give anti-
government conservatism a chance. He concludes that for better and worse some 
American political figures transformed their name to an ideology, so did Jackson, Lincoln, 
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the Roosevelts and also Reagan. He also seeks to provoke historians, especially those of 
a liberal persuasion, to reconsider their dismissal of Reagan (and Reaganism) as a one-
sided character. Although it is by no means a defining historical account of the Reagan-
years, Wilentz’s book gives a good footing for the ongoing discussion of conservative 
merits (or lack thereof), and it is due to this exact point that is useful for this paper. As with 
Wilentz, much of the same can be said for Emory University History Professor Dan T. 
Carter’s The Politics of Rage (2000). It, too, examines conservative firebrand George 
Wallace and his bids for president in 1968 and 1972. The point here being that Wallace 
raveled the South and middle-class voters in cultural backlashed ridden Midwestern 
states, that those kinds of votes were ripe for a ‘Southern Strategy’ of the GOP and a 
shoe-in for a Reagan Revolution. Though I find it problematic that Carter in some 
instances equates conservatism with racism, his assessment of the Wallace-legacy as a 
populist whirlwind is of great help. It gives the key to understanding the political shift from 
Great Society-liberalism to Supply-side Reaganism. Also worth metioning is Michael Sean 
Winters’ God’s Right Hand, a biography of the Reverend Jerry Falwell. Here, Falwell’s 
rhetoric is examined thoroughly. Winters is a fellow at Catholic University’s Institute of 
Policy Research and Catholic Studies and a notable blogger on Catholic issues for the 
National Catholic Reporter. Winters see Falwell as ‘baptizing’ the American Right, fusion 
Conservative politics with Christian thinking. The bibliographical approach, which Winters 
has, gives us insight in the motivations of a towering Christian leader. 
 
Last part I want to mention, as part of this historiography, is the component I most 
strikingly see missing – theology. Perhaps this field is often left for religious historians, as 
they seem best equipped to tackle the complexities of Virgin Birth, the Nature of God, and 
Miracles. Or perhaps political scientist and social-historians do not really see the need for 
any indexation of spirituality, other than just acknowledging its functions. This is where my 
main disagreement lies with the current historiography on this topic. If the Second Coming 
of Christ is just around the corner, what does it matter if we pollute or not? This can be 
explained by theology. What bible verses is used to justify political actions? Is God 
vengeful or merciful? Those questions make sense in the scope of theology, much more 
than in political science. I look to the scholarly work coming out of the Seminars, rather 
than the History Departments – namely the works of Randall Balmer and Seth Dowland.  
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Seth Dowland, Assistant Professor of American Religious History at Pacific Lutheran 
University has produced a series of papers on Masculinity in American Christianity, but his 
Family Values and the Formation of a Christian Right Agenda (2009) is of particular 
interest.  Dowland explains the success of Evangelical ministers, who had "developed a 
political philosophy that connected defense of the 'traditional family' with opposition to 
abortion, feminism, and gay rights"48 in the end of the 1970s. He see the 
Catholic/Protestant divide break down as The Christian Right rallies to support 'traditional 
families', and "[b]elievers who had once defined their vision according to biblical terms 
recognized the political power of recasting their agenda as a matter of family values"49. His 
thesis is that "the Christian right had devised rhetoric that made liberal reformers enemies 
of the family and positioned 'family values' as mainstream fare"50. This vision of 'family 
values' as a common good resonated well with both activists and core conservatives, but 
was by no means predictable. Dowland's work shows us how Church history and political 
history can tell us how religious groups organize politically. 
 
Randall Balmer is a powerhouse on the field of Neo-evangelical studies. His has taught 
History at Princeton, Rutgers, Drew, Emory, Yale and Northwestern University. His has 
taught journalism at Columbia, theology at Union Seminary and is currently a Professor at 
Dartmouth – and to top all that off, he is also an Episcopalian Minister. His works Mine 
Eyes Has Seen the Glory (2006), God in the White House (2008) and his most recent 
publication Redeemer: The Life of Jimmy Carter (2014) form a scholarly body on religion in 
American culture and politics, which can be a focal point for the discussion of this paper. In 
his first book, Balmer dives into the ‘Born Again’-spirit of American Evangelism. Balmer, 
himself brought up in the evangelical subculture, demonstrates the “variations within a 
subculture generally regarded as monolithic”51. In God in the White House, he claims the 
following. First and foremost, a presidential candidate’s faith matters. Secondly, that there 
is a ‘Kennedy-paradigm’, a period in American culture where said faith did not matter, at 
least not when it came to elections. He then goes on to say that Jimmy Carter broke this 
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mold, mostly because the American political culture needed ‘redemption’ after the Vietnam 
War and Watergate. His latest book – a Jimmy Carter-biography – build on the 
‘redeemable’ qualities of the 39th President. As to not make this argument too one sided, I 
have chosen Princeton’s History Professor, Julian E. Zelizer’s Jimmy Carter (2010) from 
the American President Series (edited by none other than Arthur M. Sclesinger, jr and 
Sean Wilentz). This series provides a short and comprehensible approach to Political 
History and should be a great reference point for any discussion of American politics.  
 
As I hope this historiography shows, the Christian Right is a subject with a manifold of 
angles. For most of the time, it has been a subject for political science and sociology. Yet, 
gender-studies, economics and – as I would stress - theology offers a great array of 
possibilities in this field. Even foreign policy research is starting to advance in this field. 
What I find missing in the historiography is the fusion of theology and political history. We 
see great explanations of how Christians organized, what brought them together, who lead 
them and even how should we understand the economics and the ideology behind it. 
Often, I would argue, religion is seen as a factual addendum (he was Baptist, she was 
Catholic, etc.), but rarely is the question asked, what did he believe and what would that 
mean for how he views economy, culture and politics. For the addition of theological based 
sources, I have found compilations of sermons and speeches to be extremely useful, 
besides my own addition of Church documents (most predominately from Seminaries and 
Church Conventions). To this end, I will be referring to Mathew A. Sutton's Jerry Falwell 
and the Rise of the Religious Right: A Brief History with Documents (2013) and Patrick 
Allitt's Major Problems in American Religious History (2000). 
 
 
Analysis 
 
From early Puritan ideals to the rise of the Religious Right, theology has been part of 
American cultural history, setting norms in both social-life and politics. The following 
analysis examines the historical accounts of politics and religious clout from the turn of the 
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century and to the 1980s. We shall see how theology is a dimension in such account, if it 
is so at all. 
 
Any discussion of the Christian Right or Religious Right should start with the terminology. 
What do we mean when we say 'Christian Right'? The first problem with this term is that 
few of those groups that are affiliated with the term would not use it about themselves. As 
Gary Bauer, president of the conservative group American Values, stated in Christianity 
Today in 2009, "[t]here is an ongoing battle for the vocabulary of our debate ...  often in 
public discourse really pejorative phrases are used, ' 'fundamentalists,' 'Christian fascists,' 
and 'extreme Religious Right'"52. In a post-9/11 world, the term 'fundamentalists' has 
gotten such much negativity surrounding it that I feel it necessary to underline that no 
judgment is passed from this author on the term, other than it being they way those groups 
investigated read their bibles. I use the term Christian, or Religious Right 
(interchangeably), to describe the surge in political activities from Evangelicals and 
Protestant Fundamentalists, most notably in the 1970s. The distinction between these two 
is, as Michael Scott Winters put it in God's Right Hand (2012): "All fundamentalists are 
evangelicals, because they believe in the inerrancy of the Bible and its teachings 
mandates them to convert the lost; but evangelicals are not all fundamentalists"53. The 
fundamentalist want the sinner to turn to the right faith, the evangelical want the sinner to 
turn to faith, to be born again. In terms of politics, and as will be evident when we dip into 
the ideology and methods of preachers like Jerry Falwell, it does not matter what kind of 
conservative you are as long as you support the platform of the Religious Right. 
 
Theology as a Starting Point 
 
As economic historian R.H. Tawney says in the 1950 version of Talcott Parsons’ English-
translation of Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and The Spirit of Capitalism: the 
protestant work ethic “was a new concept of religion, which taught them to regard the 
pursuit of wealth as, not merely an advantage but a duty … The force which produced it 
was the creed associated with the name of Calvin. Capitalism was the social counterpart 
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of Calvinist theology”54.  In America, the Puritans held strict Calvinistic ideas and there 
influence, overlooked at times, is crucial to religious as well as political thinking. To Weber, 
the relationship between work-ethics and religious views, as his main thesis goes, 
influenced the development of Capitalism in America. Weber wondered why, in his time 
(the early 1900s), there was “[a] greater participation of Protestants in the positions of 
ownership and management in modern economic life”55. In other words, the ‘protestant 
ethics thesis’ points to a correlation between religion and a particular form of capitalism, a 
free enterprise system. Important here is the view on worldly success. 
The origins of the protestant ethics, of cause, are rooted in the Reformation. 
Where the Roman Catholic Church had insured salvation to all those who could accept the 
church’s clerical hierarchy, its sacraments and its biblical authority, the Reformation 
eroded any such assurances – but “the Reformation meant not the elimination of the 
Churches’ control over everyday life, but rather the substitution of a new form of control for 
the previous' one”56. One of the main reasons for Martin Luther to post his famous ninety-
five theses was the Papal Sees sale of Indulgences. One could, with a hint of humor, call it 
a form of joint stock venture in which the dividends was salvation from purgatory, and the 
operation of trade involved supporting Basilica Papale di San Pietro in the Vatican. This, 
Luther argued, could not be found in scripture. The apparatus fostered by the Roman 
Church had made possible a religiosity in which salvation and supporting the church 
correlated. With the Reformation Salvation was now left for the individual and therefore 
believers began to look for signs that they were saved57. Lutheran soteriology asks: “How 
do I find a gracious God?” 58. This heartfelt conviction gave resonance to Martin Luther’s 
question. The belief is that Sinners could not hope to find acceptance in the sight of a 
righteous God. Luther asks if guilt-ridden humans could ever possess a righteousness, 
which would enable them to stand in God’s presence and thusly be saved. As we can see 
from Author and Christian Thinker CS Lewis in his BBC-radio series on faith it is still a 
modern notion. "In my most clear-sighted moments not only do I not think myself a nice 
man, but I know that I am a very nasty one. I can look at some of the things I have done 
with horror and loathing. So apparently I am allowed to loathe and hate some of the things 
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my enemies do … I remember Christian teachers telling me long ago that I must hate a 
bad man’s actions, but not hate the bad man: or, as they would say, hate the sin but not 
the sinner"59. This, naturally, give us a problem of justification. If we are all sinners, how 
can we receive any grace, which only comes from God’s presence? To Luther, the gospel 
is what offers a justifying righteousness to believers, a righteousness which shields them 
from condemnation and permit then to enter the presence of God. Its orthodoxy in 
American protestant thinking can be seen in both popular devotionals and hymns. In 
Puritan New England, the threat of divine punishment was taken very serious. It is a 
prevalent theme in the passionate sermons of Massachusetts Minister Jonathan Edwards 
(1703 – 1758). In his Sinners in the hands of an Angry God-sermon60 Edwards warns an 
Enfield, CT, “…if God should let you go, you would immediately sink and swiftly 
descend plunge into the bottomless gulf, and your healthy constitution, and your own care 
and prudence, and best contrivance, and all your righteousness, would have no more 
influence to uphold you and keep you out of Hell, than a spider’s web would have stop a 
fallen rock.” Deliverance from condemnation on account of sin was regarded as of central 
importance to the gospel. Adherence to the Gospel is the path to righteousness. 
Righteousness in the sight of God as a concern is expressed in a hymn by Methodist 
leader Charles Wesley (1707 – 1788), "And Can It Be that I Should Gain". The last verse 
includes the following lines: 
 
"No condemnation now I dread; 
Jesus, and all in him, is mine! 
Alive in him, my living head! 
and clothed in righteousness divine". 
 
Calvinist theology, then, taught a doctrine of Double Predestination, in which from the 
beginning God chose some people for Salvation and others for Damnation. The inability to 
influence one's own Salvation presented a practical problem for Calvin's followers. It 
became a duty to believe that one was chosen for Salvation. The way to show this was to 
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demonstrate a strong self-confidence of God’s grace. Any lack thereof was a lack of 
faith61. 
As demonstrated in Nathanial Howthorne’s The Scarlet Letter (1850), 
Reverend Dimmesdale, whose illegitimate child Peal is the main plot-point, the public 
confessions are seen by the Puritans of Bostonians as signs of who is saved and who is 
not. Because of his guilt, his sermons center on his own sinfulness and this is seen as 
especially holy. “If thou feelest it to be for thy soul's peace, and that thy earthly punishment 
will thereby be made more effectual to salvation, I charge thee to speak out the name of 
thy fellow-sinner and fellow-sufferer!62”, Dimmesdale preaches, exemplifying well how 
public appearance of holiness is seen as Elective Grace. Worldly success became one 
measure of that self-confidence. It is true that the usefulness of that success was favor in 
the sight of God. It was measured primarily in moral terms and thus in terms of the 
importance of the goods produced in it for the community. But a further, and, above all, in 
practice the most important, criterion is found in private profitableness.  For if God, whose 
judging hand the Puritan sees in all the occurrences of life, shows one of His elect a 
chance of profit, he must do it with a purpose. Here the faithful Christian must take 
advantage of the opportunity. Quoting an American Quaker, Weber shows this sentiment; 
“If God show you a way in which you may lawfully get more than in another way […] If you 
refuse this, and choose the less gainful way, you crass one of the ends of your calling, and 
you refuse to be God's steward, and to accept His gifts and use them for Him when He 
required it: you may labor to be rich for God, though not for the flesh and sin”63. Where 
Catholicism had ascetic monks, other protestant sect had a strict personal asceticism. In 
the development of Protestant-theology, "Calvinism added something positive-to this – the 
idea of- the necessity of proving one's faith in worldly activity”64. Religious devotion, Weber 
argues, is usually accompanied by a rejection of worldly affairs, including the pursuit of 
wealth and possessions. But with Calvinist need for signs, wealth becomes a proof of 
Grace. This gave a certain interest in rationalizing ones profits, thus improving ones signs 
of grace. To illustrate his theory, Weber quotes Founding Father Benjamin Franklin in his 
Autobiography: “Remember that time is money. He that can earn ten shillings a day by his 
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labor, and goes abroad, or sits idle, one half of that day, though he spends but sixpence 
during his diversion or idleness, ought not to reckon that the only expense; he has really 
spent, or rather thrown away, five shillings besides ... Remember, that money is the 
prolific, generating nature. Money can beget money, and its offspring can beget more, and 
so on. Five shillings turned is six, turned again is seven and three pence, and so on, till it 
becomes a hundred pounds. The more there is of it, the more it produces every turning, so 
that the profits rise quicker and quicker. He that kills a breeding sow, destroys all her 
offspring to the thousandth generation. He that murders a crown, destroys all that it might 
have produced, even scores of pounds”65. Although Franklin was by no way a Pastor, his 
thoughts are epitome of American Thought. It gives us a good idea of how American the 
spirit of capitalism is. 
Weber’s thesis, the relationship between Calvinist rationale and a spirit of 
capitalist entrepreneurship, gave room for wealth accumulation with the intention to gain 
more rational capital. The Spirit of Capitalism, one might say was also a Sense of 
Rationalization. So if wealth gathering was a sign of grace, and remembering The New 
Commandment Jesus gave at the Last Supper, “That ye love one another; as I have loved 
you, that ye also love one another. By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye 
have love one to another”66, then – for a righteous Christian – one would be measured on 
what charitable act one preformed. As Puritan John Winthrop putted it in 1630 “[T]hou 
must give him according to his necessity, rather than lend him as he requires”67. The poor 
are in the world so that the rich, those given grace, can be gracious to others, as sign of 
their predestined Salvation. This, as we shall see, affected what kind policy Christians 
would support. 
The Christian fundamentalists were American evangelical Christians who in 
the twentieth century opposed "both modernism in theology and the cultural changes that 
modernism endorsed. Militant opposition to modernism was what most clearly set off 
Fundamentalism”68. The so-called Fundamentals written between 1910 and 1915, a series 
of pietistic tract, can be seen as a response to the modernistic approach from the liberals. 
As a doctrinal manifest, the Fundamentals are still important to many evangelicals today 
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as a base of their faith. These beliefs increasingly set apart their supporters as 
Fundamentalists after the turn of the twentieth century, as science seemed to call into 
question most biblical miracles and so-called liberals and modernists in the churches 
began to call for a less literal interpretation of the Bible. With their tent revivals, the 
fundamentalist movement clashed with the mostly urban modernists, especially in the 
South and Midwest69. This spawned an energetic amount of activism – creation of 
organizations and touring speakers all fighting the teaching of evolution – and by the early 
1920s 37 bills in 20 different states addressing fundamentalist concerns. The climax came 
in 1925 with the Scopes-trial70. 
 In the 1910s emerged a unifying force, a fundamentalists’ adherence to 
conservative theology in which the doctrinal believes was the foundation for ‘true 
Christians’.  As an overarching belief was the inerrancy of Scripture sheltered all the other 
fundamental tenets, including the Virgin Birth of Christ, his substitutionary atonement, his 
bodily resurrection and either the authenticity of miracles or (depending on the 
denomination) the inevitability of Jesus's return to earth to usher in a millennium of peace 
(premillennialism or chiliasm)71. To further understand the theological debate over pre- or 
post-millennialism (or Dispensationalism), we must understand the Christian concept of 
Rapture. “[W]e which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent 
them which are asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with 
the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise 
first: Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the 
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord”72, says the 
scripture which channels this idea. Left for debate is whether or not the world will worsen – 
by falling to an Anti-Christ regime – before Christ will return. This theological dispute 
(Chiliasm vs Dispensationalism) has a direct effect on political activity among Christians. If 
they must create a one thousand reign of peace before Christ will return, then politics 
become a Christian duty to improve conditions on earth. Dispensationalism's idea of a pre-
tribulation rapture is popular in American Evangelism, notably amongst Baptist and 
Pentecostal groups, and is rejected as heresy by most Presbyterians groups73. For 
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example the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States stated that 
Dispensationalism is “evil and subversive”74 The Prohibition in the United States is, in my 
view, a clear example of the pietistic response to the problems of modern society. The 
settlement movement, as represented by Jane Addams (1860-1935) can be seen as a 
modernistic approach. Important to add is that Jane Addams's religious faith was a central 
motive in founding her settlements, but the settlement was never overtly religious. It did 
not seek to convert others to Christianity. Hence the term Evangelical Fundamentalists is, 
within this paper, used about those who did seek to use Evangelical fervor to a 
Fundamentalist reading. Christianity is used to improve the life of the huddled masses as 
opposed to Christians improving through charity (caritas). Faith - "all Scripture is God-
breathed”75 - is the starting point for social change. When we examining organizations 
such as the Moral Majority, I should add that though not all their supporters were religious, 
most of them shared the same root, core beliefs of the leader Rev. Jerry Falwell. This is 
either an evangelical or a fundamentalist Christianity. Hence, a core understanding of 
evangelism and fundamentalism is essential in understanding Falwell and the ordinary 
Americans that made up the Moral Majority. It is a good practice to clarify some of the key 
differences between evangelism and fundamentalism, as many people often use these 
terms interchangeably to describe the same group of voters or people. First, 
fundamentalist Christians believe that the Bible is the infallible, inerrant Word of God; they 
see the Scriptures are literally true and do not use it merely for understanding and 
inspiration. There is certainty and clarity to fundamentalism in that all of life’s answers are 
found in the Bible if you know where to look. In some regards, fundamentalism conforms 
easily to parts of American culture, yet is countercultural in other parts76. Fundamentalism 
is not intellectually curious, yet is morally rigorous at the same time: it has high 
expectations for those who practice it. Evangelism, on the other hand, is not quite as 
stringent in its expectations, as its main goal is winning souls for Jesus Christ. 
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The Scopes-Trial as a Case-Study: 
 
In order to advance our discussion of how Christian Fundamentalist came into politics in 
the late twentieth century, I find it right to present an outlier in form of earlier involvement. 
The State of Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes makes an interesting case study in 
Fundamentalist politics. The Scopes-trial might give us a formula for 1) motivation, 2) 
objective, and 3) method of political involvement, as well as 4) response to Christian 
Fundamentalist involvement in politics. 
The motivation; Firstly, one cannot simply label all who ascribe to conservative 
theological views. It is, as George Marsden points, the militancy of those conservative 
evangelicals who “engaged in holy warfare to drive the scourge of modernism out of 
church and culture”77. They sought the righteous path; in personal life by their true belief, 
in public life, by bringing the nation to righteousness. By the end of the nineteenth century, 
the Second Great Awakening had declined and perhaps it is this fading momentum, which 
spurred a sense of lost cultural influence among fundamentalists. Marsden points to the 
absence of a state church “had substantially influenced by revivalism” that nurtured a 
powerful strains of biblical literalism, primitivism, and activism, and that American 
evangelicals therefor was able to dominate culture in a way European Christians where 
not78– and what greater vehicle for spreading of culture than the public school system. 
 The objective; Secondly, the culture in need of defense, in Post-Civil War 
Tennessee, was, according to southern Methodist clergyman Oscar Fitzgerald, “Christian 
Civilization”79. It was what had saved southern culture. To him and his contemporaries, as 
Charles Israel defines it in his Before Scopes, “education [was] not merely as a matter of 
learning the basic skills of reading, writing […] Education was […] the whole proves of 
transmitting culture from one generation to the next”80. Yet, this did not mean support for 
public education from the get go (public education equates government involvement). The 
parents’ role should still be the primary score to Christian culture. But as problems with 
poverty and farm-labor interfered with prober learning, the need for public education 
became a concern at the pulpit81. This caused a shift in the opinion of evangelicals during 
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the development of policies on public education. At first they were suspicious of the new 
educational system, which the Tennessee General Assembly established in 187382. 
Evangelicals eventually embraced public education on the basis of its inclusion of 
“nonsectarian” religion— Clergy like Fitzgerald argued that Protestant hegemony would 
guarantee that education would reflect the religion of the majority of the state —and a 
“home rule” compromise that ensured local control of schools83.  By the 1880s, most 
evangelicals had come to see public education as an ally in their efforts to instill Christian 
beliefs and morality in the state’s youth. By the end of World War I, state religious leaders 
“sough to co-opt the machinery of the state schools to ensure that all Tennessee’s children 
were exposed to the Bible”84. Tennessee’s evangelicals viewed their region as embodying 
a distinctly Christian civilization that was a standing rebuke to the materialistic (manifested 
in Northeastern intellectual elite and big business). When secularizing schools threatened 
to endanger this vision by alienating students from their Christian upbringing, evangelicals 
acted to protect their children and safeguard their cultural birthright. Some Lost Cause 
Ideology can be read into this as well, but one thing I would like to point out: It was not just, 
as H.L. Mencken would portrait it when he reported on the Scopes trial, a “hillbilly”85 
backwardness but I ideological stance against modernity. 
 The method: In 1913, several years in the making, Tennessee’s state 
legislators passed a comprehensive school law with statewide compulsory-attendance law 
with “long-term ramifications of transforming the state into a surrogate parent […] only 
gradually [did the parents] recognize the loss of authority over [what] children should” learn 
in school86. Evangelicals supported growing educational standardization and 
centralization, even though it obviated ‘home rule’ on the issue, which had been undercut 
by the seeming failure of many families to infuse Christianity in their children and the 
weakening of denominational colleges such as Methodist Vanderbilt University which lost it 
official ties to the Church in 191487. Because Evangelicals had supported a positive 
requirement of daily bible readings, it eventually led them to peruse proscriptive legislation 
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– one of them was banning of the teaching evolution88. Combined with the symbolic 
freighting of evolutionary theory with the dangers of secularization, the Butler-bill of 1925 
outlawed the teaching of evolution in state schools. Evangelicals justified their use of 
legislative power to neutralize the threat of evolution on the basis of parental and taxpayer 
rights89. It was, of cause, this very bill that led to the charges against John T. Scopes. 
The response: The trial of the century, it was called, when the Dayton, 
Tennessee teacher John Thomas Scopes was sued for teaching evolution in a public 
school.  As Historian Edward J. Larson, puts it in his Pulitzer Prize winning book Summer 
for the Gods: The Scopes Trial and America's Continuing Debate Over Science and 
Religion (1997); "Like so many archetypal American events, the trial itself began as a 
publicity stunt"90. The trial became famous for the rounds of arguments between Defense 
Attorney Clarence Darrow and Prosecutor and three-time presidential candidate William 
Jennings Bryan in which Bryan’s literal reading of the bible was ridiculed. “I believe 
everything in the Bible should be accepted as it is given there”91, stated Bryan in court. A 
year before, in a defense of biblical infallibility, he had said that, “as there can be no 
civilization without morals, and as morals rest upon religion, and religion upon God, the 
question whether the bible is true or false is the supreme issue among men”92, 
demonstrated perfectly the question in dispute. The press coverage of the so-called 
“Monkey Trial” was overwhelming. The front pages of newspapers, like The New York 
Times, were dominated by the case for days and days. More than two hundred newspaper 
reporters from all parts of the America came to Dayton- even two reporters from London 
were present in the town of about two thousand residents. Twenty-two telegraphers sent 
out 165,000 words per day on the trial over thousands of miles of telegraph wires hung for 
the purpose. More words were transmitted to Britain about the Scopes Trial than for any 
previous event in the United States. To top things off, trained chimpanzees performed on 
the courthouse lawn93. Circus was in town. 
 So how did the trial end? It only took the jury nine minutes to find John 
Thomas Scopes guilty. After eight days the trial had ended on July 21th with Judge John 
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T. Raulston handed down a$100 fine, which in present day money and adjusted for 
inflation would be about $1,400. Scopes chose to appeal to the Tennessean Supreme 
Court, his lawyers challenging the conviction on several grounds; 1) freedom of speech, 2) 
freedom of religion, 3) constitutionality of the Butler-Act, and 4) vagueness of the term 
‘evolution’. The court ruled as follows94: 
 To the first challenge, the Supreme Court of Tennessee ruled in favor of the 
state’s right to regulate speech of an employee, stating: “[Scopes] liberty, his privilege, his 
immunity to teach and proclaim the theory of evolution, elsewhere than in the service of 
the state, was in no wise touched”, and that Scopes “had no right or privilege to serve the 
state except upon such terms as the state prescribed” 
 To the second, although The Religious Preference provisions of the 
Tennessee Constitution stated, “"no preference shall ever be given, by law, to any 
religious establishment or mode of worship”. Since the US Supreme Court did not apply 
the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment until Everson (1947), Scopes defense 
had to refer to Tennessee’s constitution. The Court was enable “to see how the prohibition 
of teaching the theory [of Evolution] gives preference to any [religion] … [T]here is no 
religious establishment or organized body that has in its creed or confession of faith any 
article denying or affirming such a theory", because "Protestants, Catholics, and Jews are 
divided among themselves in their beliefs", ban on Evolution could not be seen as an 
establishment of any kind of religion - "Belief or unbelief in the theory of evolution is no 
more a characteristic of any religious establishment". 
 To the third, it was argued that the Butler-Acts ban on teaching "any theory 
that denies the story of the Divine Creation of man as taught in the Bible, and to teach 
instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals95" was a violation of the 
Tennessee Constitution, which states the General Assembly of the state, " in all future 
periods of this government, to cherish literature and science". The Court did not see this as 
a matter of the judiciary, but instead the " judgment on such acts" should be left to the 
legislature. 
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 On the forth, and last, subject, the broad term of 'Evolution' was argued by the 
defense as being too vague to enhance a ban. The Court rejected this, holding that even 
though the term - "like Prohibition, is a broad term" - the Scopes-trial had, through various 
amicus curiae, affirmed how "evolution has been understood to mean the theory which 
holds that man has developed from some pre-existing lower type". It was in that sense that 
evolution was used in the Butler-act. 
 The conclusion on all this, as anti-climatic to all the drama of the Monkey-trial 
as anything could have been, Scopes was let off on a technicality. Not acquitted on any of 
the grounds he and Clarence Darrow had hoped for, not on any constitutionality of the 
Butler-act, but simply because Judge Raulston had set the fine and not the jury, as was 
the rules regarding fines over $50. Attorney General L.D. Smith chose not to seek a retrial. 
As Douglas Linder, Professor of Law at University of Missouri-Kansas City, puts it, "in the 
sensation-loving 1920s, the sensations that attracted the most attention were those that in 
some way appeared to be contests between the intellect and Victorian values and 
beliefs.  The Scopes trial fit this pattern perfectly  ...  Church bigots, pillars of society who 
for centuries had viciously attacked and defamed intellectuals who disagree with them, 
were now getting some of it back"96. Tennessee had repealed the Butler Act in 1967. 
 The misconception, as I would call it, that the Scopes trial was a triumph of 
rationalism can well be seen as result of H.L. Mencken’s coverage for the Baltimore Sun, 
as well as the Kafkaesque narrative read into it in the 1960-movie, Inherit the Wind, staring 
Spencer Tracy and Gene Kelly. Just recall the sentiment of Richard Hofstadter on the 
evolution-controversy as a remote and unenlightened era. Larson does well to explain the 
Scopes “circus” as a myriad of complexity the case actually had; The Darrow/Bryan battle, 
a town with needs for tourist, eastern media’s freak-show journalism, ACLU’s aim for an 
appeal (their loss of control over the case to Darrow) and George William Hunter’s Civic 
Biology (1914) chapters on eugenics. A science much discredited today. Larsson’s study 
of the case, in my opinion, an excellent retelling of a story which legacy has taken a 
(political) life of its own. The details of the case is well deserving a movie remake, as not to 
let Inherit the Wind be the final word on Bryan’s legacy.  
 What is most telling of the real issue at stake is who the Fundamentalist had 
representing them – the Great Commoner, William Jennings Bryan.  Bryan was opposed 
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to Darwinism for two reasons relevant to this study. The very idea of natural selection was 
repugnant to Bryan because its central tenet of violent competition, at Bryan’s time, was 
indissolubly linked with unbridled capitalism. In the laissez faire political though advanced 
by William Graham Sumner, the political scientist from Yale University who applied 
Darwinian though into the social sciences, embodied in the phrase – survival of the fittest. 
Baptist minister Russell Conwell famously toured the states in the 1910s with his Acres of 
Diamonds-sermon saying: "[Y]ou ought to get rich ...  it is our Christian and godly duty to 
do so. It is an awful mistake of these pious people to think you must be awfully poor in 
order to be pious ... To sympathize with a [poor] man, whom God has punished for his sins 
... is to do wrong. ... Let us remember there is not a poor person in the United States who 
was not made poor by his own shortcomings"97. Also industrial champion Andrew 
Carnegie eagerly advocated the social Darwinism that Bryan denounced as “the merciless 
law by which the strong crowd out and kill of the weak”98. He also oppose Darwinism 
because he viewed the cutthroat competition at the heart of Darwin’s model as reflected in 
the militarism that led to the senseless slaughter in John McCrae’s Flanders fields of World 
War I, the very reason he resigned from the Wilson-Administration99. In the case of Civil 
Biology, eugenic was to Bryan all these horrors of the social doctrine he so ardently 
opposed. He took this struggle to his heart, and even led a purge of the Presbyterian 
General Assembly in 1923, the church and its seminaries ousted some of their biblical 
liberals. Yet, by the 1930s, many of the major denominational seminars had settle their 
internal struggles on modernity, and in many of them, it was in favor of a more progressive 
world-view100. 
 
Can we elude from this that Fundamentalism was too sectarian for the mainstream and 
that they were seemingly fighting a lost cause, vanishing into obscurity? When I search the 
history books on American culture and politics, it seems like post-Scopes America was 
fundamentalist free, that they somehow went into hiding for forty years, only to be call back 
into the mainstream in the 1970s - apparently, surprising everyone else. Yet how do we 
explain the popularity of Televangelist like Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell? 
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Fundamentalism was still a relevant force in American Christianity. I see instead a 
fundamentalist grass-roots effort taking shape, starting with the seminars. Case and point, 
the Faith & Message of the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest protestant church 
body in America, with a stronghold in the southern states. Originally, the BF&M was not 
intended to be creed of faith in a doctrinal sense, when it was first published in 1925101. 
Based on the New Hampshire Confession of Faith (1833) it stressed that “the Holy Bible 
was written by men divinely inspired, and is a perfect treasure of heavenly instruction"102. 
None of this is any different to believes held by all brands of Baptism. Yet, the idea of 
having such a creed is in my opinion a way to consolidate fundamentalist belief, especially 
when this creed is applied not only as function of the SBC, but as its core doctrine as well. 
Still, the fundamentalist shift in Southern Baptist practices does not become evident before 
1961, when a controversy about the Book of Genesis arose. Ralph Elliott, faculty member 
of the newly found Midwestern Seminary, published the book The Message of Genesis 
(1961) in which he analyzed Biblical Creation with a historical-critical method. This 
reflected very well the positions commonly held at many Southern Baptist seminaries, but 
the reaction from ordinary SBC-members showed that the professors was out of sync. As 
the president of SBC from 1961 - 1963, Dr Herschel Hobbs notes on the matter, “The book 
was not so much the cause as it was the occasion of the situation which [had] developed 
... over a period of years. But the dual fact that the book was written by a Southern Baptist 
seminary professor and published by the Convention formed the catalyst which 
precipitated the storm of protest"103.  The tensions were high, so high, in fact, that 
prominent church leaders pondered a split from the SBC over the issue. As a compromise, 
a committee was formed to revise the BF&M, eventually adopting a more conservative-
version of the creed. We see here a clear evidence that fundamentalism enacted 
dominance on a central institution of the SBC. This enabled the fundamentalist to advance 
their agenda and purifying the structures of their group. This is, though, not overtly 
political, at least not to others than fellow Baptist. 
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Ideology of the Cold-War 
 
Although raised in a family of dedicated Jehovah’s Witnesses, President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower never shared his devout, bible-quoting parents’ regard for religion. And yet, 
perhaps with the thought that some form of piety is fitting to the Office of the Presidency, 
Eisenhower – age 63 – chose to get baptized at the National Presbyterian Church on 
February 9th, 1953. The ceremony was completed at 9 a.m. that Sunday, making 'Ike' only 
the second U.S. President to join a church during his presidency, the first being in 1923, 
when Calvin Coolidge was accepted as a member in the Congregational Church. His 
family had believed in baptism only when individuals were old enough to decide for 
themselves, but then the officiator of the baptism described President Eisenhower as "one 
of the most deeply religious men I know.” Though not attached to any "sect or 
organization", he often expressed the conviction that democracy cannot exist without 
religion. Much like the rest of America, Eisenhower’s religious personality seemed split 
between an ideal and a reality. "A man of simple faith, who is sincere in his religious 
doctrine," said the National Presbyterian's minister, the Rev. Edward L. R. Elson, of his 
new communicant. Eisenhower, he added, had at last "staked down his faith—this is his 
home church now"104. The Former World War II General’s denominational affiliation had 
changed, and to many Americans, religion in America had changed too.  
 Religion resurged in the 1950s, having gone into hiding since the Scopes trial 
in 1925 and the failure of Prohibition two decades before. Church membership grew from 
65.5 million in 1940 to 114.5 million in 1960, from 50% to 63% of the population – 
compared to only 20% of Americans belonging to a church one hundred years earlier105. 
Yet the face of religion in public life changed as industrialization brought forth a new 
middle class of white-collar suburbanites. Broadcasted by new media technology, Norman 
Vincent Peale’s The Art of Living and Billy Graham’s Hour of Decision each represented 
two very different forms of theology. Peal, with his Positive Thinking, argued that a 
combination of faith and self-confidence could allow anyone to surmount any obstacle. A 
different kind of religious impulse motivated Fundamentalist Christians such as Graham. 
Founding the Evangelistic Association in 1950, Graham believed in a traditional form of 
Christianity and saw the materialism and hedonism of the modern world as evils to be 
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avoided—and atheist Soviet Russia a regime of the Anti-Christ. His evangelicals wanted to 
cleanse themselves of sin, not to improve themselves through "positive thinking." Though 
Graham's revivals drew huge crowds – and became a huge commercial success - 
Evangelicals of the day did not have much political impact at the time. Eisenhower, not 
always emphatic in his embraces of any such beliefs, echoed with his baptism the true 
concern of his time. "Our government makes no sense unless it is founded on a deeply felt 
religious faith,” said the president, “and I don't care what it is." Eisenhower was worried 
about citizens "deadened in mind and soul by a materialistic philosophy of life"106. As had 
been the policy of his predecessor, Harry S. Truman, Eisenhower believed Communism 
must be contained. No vacuum could be allowed. As the spread of evil should be 
contained the fight was at all fronts. Not just the harsh winter of Korea, but also the 
emasculation was a threat to freedom. The property line of the home, as well as the 38th 
parallel, was a skirmish line. 
 At Sokolniki Park in Moscow, the 1959 American exhibition had put on display 
a “typical American home”. Here Vice President Richard M. Nixon and First Secretary of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Nikita Khrushchev engaged in a debate more 
telling of the Cold War conflict than any geo-political incursion. The subject of the debate – 
of all things in the world – was on kitchens. Who would have thought dishwashing could be 
so exciting? The core of the debate was an ideological struggle fought on a cultural 
battlefield, a fight for superiority. “To us, diversity, the right to choose,” explained Nixon, “is 
the most important thing. We don’t have one decision made at the top by one government 
official”, as in contrast to the single-party Russian state. “We have many different 
manufacturers and many different kinds of washing machines so that the housewives have 
a choice.” Nixon then made a daring proposal when he asked, “Would it not be better to 
compete in the relative merits of washing machines than in the strength of rockets?”107 
There was good reason for Nixon to say this. In the wake of the successful soviet atomic 
bomb project and the sputnik shock, the idea of a missile gap was very real to many 
Americans. 
 If the Americans could not win the Cold War militarily, they could win it 
culturally. With the home being a structure “adorned and worshipped by their inhabitants, 
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women would achieve their glory and men would display their success”108. The key to 
achieving this was Consumerism. Displaying consumer goods allegedly available to 
Americans of all classes, Nixon wanted to prove the merits of free enterprise – which he 
believed would eventually triumph over Communism. Yet, the First Secretary did not share 
what he called "the capitalist attitude toward women," apparently meaning that 
discrimination and exploitation of women did not occur under Communism. Khrushchev 
and his Russian male contemporaries saw a different purpose to woman than being 
sexualized. They did not, like their American sisters, have time to cultivate their looks and 
“become sexually attractive housewives and consumers under the American capitalist 
system”. Russian woman often did the “hardest work” and were not “emancipated from 
housework”109.  As opposed to the state-driven collectivism of the Soviet Union, 
homeownership represented not just an ideal way of life and comfort; according to Elaine 
Tyler May “it validat[ed] the free enterprise system”110.  
 This account of the Cold War conflict focuses on a clash between two 
economic models. Like many Cold War histories, it tells of the cultural effect of the 
economic system. Like much of social history, it has a materialistic scope. Tyler May’s 
book Homeward Bound (1988) is one of the go-to books on the gender aspect of the Cold 
War. In American homes you have the feminine submissiveness, the willingness to accept 
limitations and boundaries for a “greater good,” while you have the masculine 
assertiveness, where value is measured by what you can create/provide yourself 
(independence) and then take back to the home. In the kitchen debate, you have the 
Nixon side supporting American nuclear families that are dependent on technology for 
their freedom, an environment in which money (which cannot be created from nothing, 
implying an inherent kind of dependence) can purchase freedom, even though that 
freedom itself is limited by how much money you make. The Khrushchev side in which 
women are workers along with men does not value money in the same way, nor does it 
value the same kind of freedom within the bounds of capitalism. There is, in my opinion, 
also another element of the conflict—one of spirituality. The story of a servant of the state 
department might help add a different side to it. 
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 John Leighton Stuart, a former Presbyterian missionary who had served his 
church in China, got to serve his country in the very same country as Ambassador in one 
of the most interesting periods of Chinese history. Spanning close to a decade, his 
ambassadorship (from 1945 to 1953) witnessed the end of the civil war, the victory of Mao, 
and the early years of the communist regime. Leighton Stuart's deep Christian love for 
China, which he had developed through his missionary work and as the first president of 
Yenching University, fed a dangerous ambivalence over Mao's project. Though, like most 
protestants, he initially was anti-communist, he continued to hope that Mao would remain 
open to democracy and, more importantly, Christianity. The effect of this naïve hope was 
that his recommendations to the Truman administration had little effect on its policy. 
Leaving his ambassadorship in 1954, he was finally ready to publicly condemn 
communism as an "evil monstrosity" that denies the existence of God, seeks world 
domination, and "cannot be appeased."111 Though mostly stemming from his personal 
experience, Stuart's divided views could also be seen as an example of the Protestantism 
of his time. A discussion of Christian involvement had been going on among the clergy 
since after the Civil war. An important doctrine here is that of postmillennialism contra pre-
millennialism112. It is often assumed that after Fundamentalism had taken control over 
public schools on a local level, especially in the South, and their anti-evolutionist campaign 
had failed with the Scopes trial of 1925, that Fundamentalism went into hiding. Yet, I would 
argue that this is not the case.  Why is it, then, that “Under God” was added to the Pledge 
of allegiance in 1954? Why is it then that Darwin’s theory slides out of school textbooks in 
the following decades after Scopes, and why is it then that an Afro-American group of 
clergy fostered some of the greatest and most influential civil rights leaders of their time? 
The doubt may stem from the fact that the Protestant churches themselves was deeply 
conflicted over the nature and threat of the Soviet Union and China. Their disarray 
undermined the ability of churches and clergy to influence U.S. foreign policy. Though the 
fundamentalists were fiercely against communism, they were also highly suspicious of 
what they saw as the instrumentalization of Christianity at work in the new public theology 
of containment. This suspicion may come from the fact that they were not its primary 
agents. 
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 In William Inboden’s book from 2010, Religion and American Foreign Policy, 
1945-1960: The Soul of Containment, Inboden argues that “religious ideas and actors, 
especially Protestant ones, were critical to forging what he calls a ‘diplomatic theology of 
containment’- the policy of military, ideological, economic, and spiritual resistance that over 
the next half century helped secure communisms demise”113. He argues that the religious 
aspects of containment are often ignored by many Cold War-historians. As an example, he 
mentions Dwight Eisenhower's endorsement of the Foundation for Religious Action in the 
Social and Civil Order, which not only sought a national spiritual renewal in order to fight 
the Cold War, but also proposed covert initiatives abroad such as "a spiritual offensive 
movement against [Vietnamese] communism in which the active agents will be native 
Buddhists, Cao-Deists, Catholics, and other men and women of conviction”114. 
 The internal division in protestant theology, as the aforementioned debate 
over millennialism, in many ways led to its decreased influence in American society 
towards the beginning of the Cold War. Since they could not agree on theology, politics – 
foreign policy even more so – it was hard to unite forces on a common agenda. Instead, 
and this in my opinion may explain the lack of emphasis on religious ideas in many Cold 
War studies, the secular leaders incorporated religious ideas. As illustrated in Nixon’s 
argument in the ‘Kitchen Debate’, presidents Eisenhower – as did Truman – knew well the 
Cold War could not be won only by military means. As Truman told the Federal Counsel of 
Churches in 1946, "If the civilized world [...] is to survive, the gigantic power which man 
has acquired through atomic energy must be matched by spiritual strength of greater 
magnitude."115 But, importantly, the major distinction is that this is not sectarian doctrine 
but Civil Religion. The blur between this and theological stringent religion is often mistaken 
for secularism. 
 In 1967, sociologist Robert N. Bellah published a groundbreaking article in 
which he restated Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s social contract of the necessity of 
agreements in social morality in order for a certain level of cohesions among the citizens 
and their rulers. Since this cannot be constantly renegotiated, it has to be above politics. 
Civil Religion creates a foundation of moral order with the authority of religion. Bellah 
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argued, in an American context, that religious authority is expressed in presidential 
speeches and in such mottos as In God We Trust. Acting as universal and transcendent 
ideals, Bellah saw it as a framework in which the leaders could reward virtue and punish 
vice116. This, in my view, is not all that secular. In its Cold War setting, “the spiritual divide 
in the world conflict now stood not between the United States and the Soviet Union, but 
between God and humanity"117. In perspective, the regime of anti-Christ could be the 
Soviet Union. When analyzing someone’s theology, it is important to take these sorts of 
ideas at face value. If they believe it, and therefore act on it, then it is real because their 
actions are based on that. The instrumentalization of faith in American foreign policy, I 
would argue, happened decades before the rise of the religious right and their influence. It 
is, though, not enacted by any overtly religious leaders before the election of Jimmy 
Carter. I believe that he chose to base his foreign policy on his personal belief of Christian 
justices – the best example would be his renegotiation of the Panama Canal Treaty. 
Where Nixon sought to validate free enterprise in the Eisenhower foreign policy, Carter 
sought to validate the Judeo-Christian values in his dealing with the international 
community. 
 
The Political Turmoil of the 1960s: 
 
To further the discussion of faith in 1960s and 1970s presidential politics, we must place it 
in its proper context. The issue of Civil Rights, debate over social welfare, and the shift of 
the political landscape - I believe - is embodied in the history of one southern politician, 
George Wallace. In this part , I seek to explain how Alabama Governor George C. Wallace 
formulated an opposition to Great Society-liberalism, which gave rise to the conservative 
movement, the cultural backlash against modernity, and southern populism. My main idea 
is that, George Wallace’s Presidential bids, especially in the 1964 to 1972 elections, 
helped propel the conservative movement of the 1980’s through populist appeals to 
middle- and working-class concerns of integration. Thereby setting the stage for a greater 
change in the American political culture. 
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  “Segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever!”118. This line 
from George Wallace 1963 inaugural address as Alabama Governor has become 
synonymous with ‘the politics of rage’, as phrased by historian Dan T. Carter, which 
marked one of the most vigorous political campaigns post-world war II America. Over the 
course of four presidential elections – two of which he gathered much support – and in his 
three decades in and out of the Alabama Governorship Wallace became “the most 
influential loser […] in American politics”.119 Running on a platform of anti-communist, 
race-baiting, law and order platform, he captured white middle-class’ fears in a world of 
change. The Democratic Party’s grip on the Southern electorate had loosened since the 
States’ Rights Democratic Party (The Dixiecrats) had split over the Civil Rights issue in the 
1948 presidential election. The election of 1964, the first of George Wallace’s run for 
President, saw a complete reversal of usual electoral patterns and by 1972 a Republican 
landslide swooped across the country. Conservatism would get its major revival in the 
1980s with the Reagan Revolution and the rise of the Christian Right. From the stand in 
the School door of University of Alabama and to the crippling assassination attempt 
against him on May 15th, 1972 in Laurel, Maryland, George Wallace’s political career was 
in the eye of the hurricane of the Civil Rights struggle of the 1960’s. 
 Born in 1919 in a small rural town of Clio, Barbour County, Alabama, George 
Corley Wallace’s fascination with politics began at an early age with a job as a page in the 
Alabama Senate at the age of 10. George Wallace was “a fighter […] a political 
phenomenon” 120. He got his political upbringing under the wing of his master teacher ‘Big’ 
Jim Folsom, Alabama Governor from 1947 to 1951. In the post-war ‘Red Scare’, a 
progressive like Folsom, went against the tide of politics, “the self-proclaimed - ‘little man’s 
big friend’ – would turn the state leftward”.121 Folsom’s political strength was his personal 
link to his voters, his challenge to traditional conservative interest groups and a 
plainspoken eloquence. Ordinary people, even the 35% black Alabamians, should have 
their fair share. In his opinion “Race was a phony issue, a ploy used by the rich … to divide 
poor people and blind them to their common interests”.122 At this point, Wallace, a 28-year-
old WWII Veteran, was elected to the State Legislature. In 1950 he was appointed a 
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trustee to the historically black college Tuskegee University where he, according to Carter, 
seemed “to have had a genuine, paternalistic interest in black education”.123 Young 
Wallace fought for a progressive agenda under Folsom, including vocational and trade 
schools and scholarships for children and widows of Veterans. On Folsom's agenda was, 
first and foremost, improving the standards of living for the state’s poor – no matter the 
color.124 At this point in history, it was far from given that George Wallace would become a 
crusader for segregation, so how did race become such an important issue to him? To 
understand this, we must look at what I believe to be a formative moment in Wallace’s 
political career – the Alabama Gubernatorial Election of 1958. 
 On the eve of the Democratic Primary election – the winner of which was a 
shoe in for a governorship in the South at this point – George Wallace allegedly told a 
close circle of supporters that “John Patterson out-niggered me … I’m not going to be out-
niggered again”, after it had been clear that he had lost to John M. Patterson.125 It is 
contested, though, whether or not Wallace actually said these words126. What Wallace 
learned from this defeat was, to a white Anglo-Saxon Southern electorate obsessed with 
the question of segregation; race-baiting was fair game. There is some proof, however, 
that Wallace realized this during the election and not after. Running on better 
infrastructure, pensions and new educational initiatives he assured voters that there “will 
be no race mixing […] while I’m Governor”.127 What Wallace did learn during this election 
was the importance of the Ku Klux Klan in swaying the segregationist vote of Alabama and 
to the 1962 governor election he was better prepared. Wallace had rejected to seek the 
Klan’s help directly; something, which Patterson did not have any objections against. 
 As the realities of Brown v. Board of Education (1954) rippled down from the 
Supreme Court and through to the states Wallace saw integration as a possible plant to 
run on. In his position as district judge, he seized the opportunity to “stand up and defend 
the rights of the people of Alabama” by confronting the federal government through 
defiance of the Civil Rights commission’s investigation of black voter registration. His 
campaign against what he, with Lost Cause-rhetoric, called “integration, scallawagging, 
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carpetbaggin” federal government started as a promised to do everything he could to fight 
integration – “Even to the point of standing at the school house door”128. With the help of 
White Citizens’ Council organizer (and Klansman) Asa Carter he ran ads for his candidacy 
under a slogan of “Vote Right – Vote White”129. The ‘fighting Judge’ Wallace fared much 
better the second time winning 56% of the vote. He had now achieved his boyhood dream 
of becoming Alabama Governor, but at what price? His Governorship would from then on 
rally around the issue of race and civil rights in the South. He would, for better and for 
worse, become known on the national stage for just that.  
 On June 11, 1963, it came to showdown between the Kennedy-administration 
and Governor Wallace. The core of the confrontation was the US Justice Department 
enforcement of the Brown decision’s ban on school-segregation. Two Afro-American 
students, James Hood and Vivian Malone, wanted to enroll at the University of Alabama – 
something that Wallace had promised to obstruct. Federal troops led by General Henry 
Graham and Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach stood in front of the school 
door where Wallace, as promised, stood and blocked the entrance. "Sir, it is my sad duty 
to ask you to step aside under the orders of the President of the United States", said 
General Graham130. Wallace was then allowed to deliver a statement in which he attacked 
the “unwelcomed, unwanted, unwarranted and force induced intrusion […] [from] the might 
of the Central Government”131. “I claim today for all the people of this State of Alabama 
those rights reserved [in the Constitution]. Among those powers […] authority in the 
operation of the public schools”, Wallace continued calling it a “fundamental constitutional 
question” arguing for a strict interpretation of the Constitution132. The scene worked well for 
political theater. This scene, in my opinion, is a great display of Wallace’s ideology. In his 
argument for the 10th amendment, the ‘central government’, as he calls it, is in opposition 
to ‘the people’ and should be limited so that the States themselves have the authority. 
Alienating the government is a central pillar in populism, a political instrument Wallace 
mastered. 
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The instrument of Populism, as characterized by Michael Kazin’s The Populist 
Persuasion (1995), have certain structural features and themes; a conviction of ‘ordinary 
people’ as a noble assemblage not bound by class133. The opponent is the self-serving 
and undemocratic elite.  It seeks to mobilize against the elite by victimizing ‘the people’. It 
adapts to the political ends, be they progressive or conservative, depending on what or 
who is being scapegoated (an important feature of populism is scapegoating). In the case 
of Wallace, an idea of Americanism, defined as majority rule in which moral preferences of 
the people is to be obeyed. A ’producer ethics’ or ‘work ethics’ where only tangible material 
ways (such as agriculture) could be trusted to guard piety and liberties of the nation, and 
lastly, a call for a strong movement to vanquish the enemy and restore the ideals of the 
nation and protect ‘the welfare of the common folk’134. 
Following his raise to national fame after the School Door-incident, Wallace was 
invited to give speeches all around the country. From Harvard to UW-Madison, he drew 
interest from various political groups. While in Wisconsin in mid-February 1964, a member 
of the right-winged John Birch Society urged him to run in the state’s Democratic 
Primary135. The filing deadline, though, was only a couple of weeks away, but local 
businessman and self-identified public relation specialist Lloyd Herbstreith would take care 
of the paperwork for him. Having heard Wallace speak in Madison, he believed Wallace 
could save the nation136. President Lyndon B. Johnson was sure to win the Democratic 
nomination given his high popularity. Therefore the primary was a perfect opportunity to 
some voters to show the political establishment not to take them for granted. With that in 
mind, plus the possibility for some media-attention, George Wallace kicked off his 
campaign in Appleton, Wisconsin – the hometown of John McCarthy. To symbolize his 
entrance on the national stage, the Confederate flags and "Stand Up For Alabama" slogan 
on his airplane was now replaced with American flags and "Stand Up For America”137. 
 Since Johnson was not officially seeking the nomination when the primary was 
held in Wisconsin, the Democratic establishment would put Gov. John W. Reynolds on the 
ballot so Wallace would not run unopposed (they would do the same with Gov. Welsh in 
Indiana and Sen. Brewster in Maryland). Reynolds told supporters that it would be a 
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catastrophe if Wallace would receive 100,000 votes. Wallace would go on to win 266,000 
votes (one-third of the total), to which Wallace would answer Reynolds by saying “"there 
must have been three catastrophes in Wisconsin"138. So where did Wallace draw his 
support? One factor was Republicans supportive of McCarthy’s ‘red-baiting’, who crossed 
party lines in Wisconsin’s open primary139. Anti-communism won Wallace many votes. By 
appealing to this sentiment, Wallace was able to win over many of the eastern European 
communities – especially on Milwaukee’s eastside - whose home countries were now 
behind the Iron Curtain140. But one factor, as one newspaper editorialized, was the 
“considerable […] Northern opposition to the civil rights cause” from blue-color workers141. 
Something along those lines might help explain the result in the Indiana’s closed primary. 
In the 1920s, by the time of the second raise of the KKK, the state had had more 
Klansmen than any other state. Wallace-aid Asa Carter organized Klan-activity there in the 
1950s and thus felt sure of the support from white workers in cities like Hammond and 
Gary – both part of the Chicago-metropolitan area and both cities with between 45% and 
50% Afro-Americans. Wallace received 53% of the vote in these areas – 30% statewide142. 
In Maryland, deeply divided between the urban and multi-ethnic neighborhoods of 
Baltimore and the white rural East Shore, Wallace did even better. Running against 
Johnson-stand in Sen. Daniel Brewster, Wallace galvanized white support in the eight 
counties of the East Shore as high as 90%. “If it hadn’t been for the nigger bloc vote”, 
Wallace complained after the election, “we’d have won it all”143. His tasteless slur was 
correct. Thanks to a doubling of Black voters in the primary, Brewster went on to win 53% 
of the vote, thus ending Wallace 1964-bid. But some of his message would ripple on 
through to the general election – an election which, tellingly for the following 1968 and 
1972 presidential election – would see many changes in the allegiance of Dixie to the 
Democratic Party, thus becoming a truly contested region. 
The allegiance of the Deep South changed in all three elections with the single 
exception of Texas, which voted Democratic all three times – and this can be ascribed to 
Lyndon B. Johnson being a native of the state. This trend started in 1952 and 1956. Nixon 
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won Virginia, Tennessee and Florida in the 1960 election. Besides being one of the closest 
in US History, it showed the ongoing gains for Republicans in the South144. A renewed 
conservatism had taken control over the Republican Party; Goldwater was running on a 
platform of anti-communism, anti-big government, and in the South, frustrations against 
the federal role in civil rights. In 1964 the right-wing got control of the party from the 
moderates and nominated Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater – a pioneer in the modern 
conservative movement. Goldwater opposed involuntary Social Security, progressive 
income tax and wanted the courts so show restraint on subjects such as school integration 
and school prayer145.  
 Lyndon B. Johnson, who became president after the Kennedy-assassination, 
won in his own right a decisive victory over Barry Goldwater. He ran on the platform of the 
Great Society and the recently pasted Civil Rights Act of 1964. Even though he won a 
historic 61% victory, Johnson did not do as well as Kennedy in the South. The pattern of 
the Goldwater vote indicated white opposition to the Civil Rights Act and that the 
Republicans gained strength in the Sunbelt and the South, which became of great 
importance in the remaining of the 20th century146. Johnson’s popularity did not stay with 
him for long and he was faced with upheavals from the Anti-Vietnam war Left and the 
galvanized New Right. By the late 1960’s, a backlash rose against what a growing part of 
‘Middle America’ felt was threatening their social values and cultural commitments. The 
year 1966 marked the election of Ronald Reagan as Governor of California and other 
conservatives was elected to offices around the country and Republicans gained enough 
ground in congress to mount a coalition against reform147. Facing opposition from both 
right and left, Johnson chose not to seek another term. With the incumbent out of the race, 
the 1968 election might be Wallace’s chance. 
"There is menace in the blood shout of the crowds," Richard Strout wrote to The 
New Republic about the reception Wallace got at a Madison Square Garden rally on 
October 24th, 1968, where supporters of Wallace and anti-Wallace-protesters butted head 
with 1,000 NYPD officers. "You feel you have known this somewhere; never again will you 
read about Berlin in the 30's without remembering this wild confrontation here of two 
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irrational forces". The cultural backlash against modernistic society had become localized 
in the person of George C. Wallace, the "ablest demagogue of our time, with a voice of 
venom and a gut knowledge of the prejudices of the low-income class." He would not win, 
wrote Strout, and his strength was declining, "but sympathy for him is another matter”148. 
Wallace’s reputation from his Governorship had gained nationwide attention. Especially his 
handling of the marches on Selma and Montgomery had made him a controversial figure – 
both a poster child for a racist South and the standard bare against the Civil Rights. In his 
own mind, Wallace stood defiant to those who would threaten “our Heritage” (meaning 
segregation), blaming the violence of the ‘Bloody Sunday‘ of March 7, 1965 on 
“communist-trained” troublemakers149. He would, years later, seek redemption for the 
violence he orchestrated against the Civil Right activist in Alabama150. 
For his 1968-campaign, Wallace had chosen to run on the American Independence 
Party’s ticket. The party, a potpourri of right-wing groups, served as a vehicle for the 
campaign151. The first thing Wallace had to do was chose a running-mate. He chose 
former Air Force General Curtis E. LeMay, renowned for his service as USAF Chief of 
Staff and well-known for his fondness of nuclear weaponry, who proved to be a disastrous 
drag on the campaign. “He’s either spending all our money or dropping atomic bombs”, 
Wallace says of, what he had dubbed “the LeMay fiasco”152.  This did not keep him from 
running a fierce campaign. To address the voters who were concerned a vote for a Third 
party would serve as a ‘spoiler’, Wallace made the case that there was not “a dime’s worth 
of difference” between Democrats and Republicans153. At time of the aforementioned 
Madison Square Garden rally, Wallace was declining in the polls. Still 20,000 supporters 
had packed the area. Inside the Garden, Wallace would deliver the sort of rhetoric he had 
mastered through the years when he asked: "why do [the other parties] kowtow to these 
anarchist”, referring to the horde of protesters surrounding the arena. “[W]hen November 
comes, the first time they lie down in front of my limousine” as some had done to President 
Johnson, “ it'll be the last one they ever lay down in front of; their day is over!”154. In his 
eyes, the America was not “a sick society”. It was the Supreme Court who was “sick” and 
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“perverted”155. Though Wallace and his supporters did not believe they had a realistic 
chance of winning the presidency, the hopes of the campaign was to send the election to 
the House of Representatives by denying the major-party candidates, Hubert Humphry 
and Richard Nixon, a majority. The mission failed156. 
 Come Election Day, Wallace had received 13.5% - from 21% support in 
August – carrying Arkansas, Alabama, George, Louisiana and Mississippi, close to 10 
million votes157. The states he carried were in the Deep South, but outside the region he 
had gotten a surprising 8% - Strom Thurmond’s Dixiecrats could only win 1% in 1948. In 
Tennessee and North Carolina Nixon’s winning margins were razor thin and a 1% change 
of votes in New Jersey or Ohio would have sent the election onto the House of 
Representatives158. The political punditry was ready to write Wallace’s political obituary, 
but Nixon understood the power of the movement Wallace represented. When pollsters 
had asked the Wallace-voters in the North for their second choice it was even split, but in 
the South, four of every five would have voted for Nixon. It could have a damaging 
potential to the southern foundation Nixon wished to build for the Republican Party, should 
Wallace mount a third presidential run. Nixon understood how Wallace had kindled the 
deep discontent of an embittered minority159. 
 That Nixon merely continued on Goldwater’s gains in the South was, in 
Nixon’s own profane words, “bullshit”160. As he told biographer Herbert Parmet, it must be 
remembered, as stated above, that President Eisenhower was the first modern 
Republican, who made a serious inroads in the region. The lesson, though, from the 
Goldwater-campaign, was that the GOP could reach out to middle-class voters of the 
emerging suburbs of Dixie. These voters would be keen to Republican economic 
conservatism and limited government161. Although the Deep South had voted for Wallace, 
Nixon and his advisers (especially Pat Buchanan) believed the region would become 
Republican because the national Democrats could not appeal fully to racially conservative 
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whites in fear of losing their black constituencies162. The balancing act, then, was to court 
Wallace voters without losing support in the North. A raise in economic and social 
conservatism helped make the case against federal activism – both north and south – and 
‘law and order’ rhetoric addressed middle-class anxieties. It seemed like a clear 
‘preservation of personal freedom’-argument, but, in the words of Historian Dan T. Carter, 
Nixon’s Southern Strategy “was tightly interwoven with the issue of race”163. 
 “Busing”, Wallace often stated in his speeches for the 1972 presidential run, 
“is the most atrocious, callous, cruel, asinine thing you can do for little children”164. In the 
wake of the Swann case, busing, as a mean of integration, had – as it has also been in the 
1968-election – become a central theme in American politics. As a poll had showed back 
in 1969, 98% of the white Americans surveyed expressed hostility to busing165. But 
Wallace did not have the hard-stance on this issue for himself. In the spring of 1972, White 
House pollsters had Richard Nixon leading by 4-6% over three likely Democratic 
nominees: Ed Muskie, Ted Kennedy and Hubert Humphrey. But in a matchup with 
Wallace, Nixon only had a 1% lead166. Throughout late-1971 Nixon pressed staffers to 
come up with some legislation to address busing.  The rationale behind this was, as Nixon 
told staffers: “it’ll make [the Democrats] take a stand and it’s a political plus for us”167. 
 Due to the fail assassination attempt on Wallace, he never became the 1972 
Presidential Election challenge to Nixon that he could have been. That Wallace knew his 
own potential against Nixon can be seen from his statement to the Florida Senate in the 
start of January, 1972: “If the people of Florida vote for me, Mr. Nixon in 30 to 60 days […] 
will end busing himself”168. He would, this time competing in the Democratic Primaries, go 
on to carry every single county in Florida, 42% of the total vote, and would then go on to 
win in Tennessee, North Carolina and - on the day of the assassination attempt – win in 
Michigan and Maryland. His total vote numbered 3,354,360, but he was not able to seize 
the nomination, which instead would go to South Dakota Senator George McGovern169. 
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Wallace would mount a fourth presidential run in 1976, but it was in no way as successful 
as 1972-campaign. 
Was George Wallace’s candidacy the main course of the rise of conservatism in the 
period after his attempts to win the White House? A lower circuit court case could indicate 
that something different might have been at stake for southern conservatives. The Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 outlawed all sorts of racial discrimination as well as authorizing 
withdrawal of federal funds when noncompliance continued. The Internal Revenue 
Service, trying to enact the provisions of the bill, ruled charitable organization engaged in 
segregation would be denied the tax-exempt status; thus donation to such institutions 
would not qualify for tax-exemption170. In June 1971 the District Court for the District of 
Columbia ruled in favor of the IRS in the case Green v. Connally, affirming the Revenue 
Service’s revoking of tax-exempt status in such cases. Even though this case ‘only’ 
concerned a segregated Mississippi school, the effect was enormous. The legal battles 
that followed, known as the Bob Jones cases after the South Carolinian fundamentalist 
initiation Bob Jones University, ended with the Supreme Court case Bob Jones University 
v. United States in 1983. Having had its tax exempt status revoked in 1975 – retroactively 
to 1970 – the IRS practice was rule constitutional, in spite of the Reagan administration 
arguing on behalf of Bob Jones171. Bob Jones University did not admit unmarried African 
Americans, and there in was their organization ‘uncharitable’. This, one could argue, shook 
down the ‘wall of separation’ from the First Amendment and gave the government a 
possibility to meddle in what the religious communities might see as their internal affair. 
 George Wallace would later describe the bullets of his attempted 
assassination that severed his spinal cord, as a “thorn in the flesh”172. In 1974 visited the 
Liberty Road Baptist Church of Lynchburg, Virginia – the home of the ‘Moral Majority’ led 
by Rev. Jerry Falwell. As a writer, Joe Klein foresaw the rise of a Religious Right in the late 
1970s and 1980s. He saw Falwell’s evangelism as a “safe haven of 100% Americanism for 
people who didn’t understand things like dope and abortion and riots. It was the religious 
equivalent of George Wallace”173. Wallace, by the late 1970s, had become a Born-Again 
Christian174. He would go on to seek redemption from the hatred spread throughout his 
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public life by reaching out to civil rights activist in the Afro-American community. His final 
Governorship (from 1983 to 1987) – in which he appointed blacks to all levels of state 
government – can be seen as an attempt to redeem his place in history175.  Whether or not 
this was successful is a whole different story. 
I believe, to a large extent, that Wallace’s presidential runs helped reshape the 
electoral landscape in a way that still effect today’s political map. He fed to the rift in 
Democratic Party between Northern liberals and Southern conservative, who decades 
before constituted the New Deal-coalition. This, however, started before Wallace’s four 
presidential runs. On the other hand, Wallace formulated a language for the cultural 
backlash that – eventually – the conservative movement under Ronald Reagan would 
profit from. Regan became the heir of the Wallace vote, in my view, by appealing those 
Americans who perceive the federal government as intrusive. The aforementioned Green, 
I will argue, pierced into some core convictions of what the government should or should 
not be involved in. To those white suburbanites of the North, who might not necessarily 
ascribe to the religious school’s world view; integration might be desirable when dealing 
with southern racism, but when it came to the schools of Boston, New York or Detroit, a 
severe case of the Not In My Back Yard-syndrome could break out. This could make a 
vote for a ‘limited government’ candidate a preferable choice. I am convinced, even though 
people of a social-conservative-persuasion state otherwise, that schools and not abortion 
helped galvanized the Christian Right in the 1980s. Why, otherwise, did Reagan not 
devote a single line to abortion in his 1990 autobiography An American Life – an issue he 
as a candidate called the most pressing moral issue of his time? Wallace incendiary 
rhetoric provided a populist frame, which the cultural backlash could take their 
dissatisfaction. The ‘Silent Majority’, as Nixon would call them, had a voice in Wallace – 
pushing their rage from the fringe of political life to the center stage 
 
Christians and the  Economy: 
 
Returning to the aforementioned work on the Protestant work ethic by Max Weber, 
as recent scholarly work has shown, the faith of conservative Christian women helped 
them shape the new service economy by providing the motivation and ideology that made 
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their work meaningful to them – at Wal-Mart.  As historian Bethany Moreton shows in her 
2009 work, To Serve God and Wal-Mart: The Making of Christian Free Enterprise, the core 
of Wal-Mart’s labor force was conservative Christian Protestant evangelical women. Their 
idea of Christian service constituted a bottom-up grassroots ideology, which transplanted 
itself to an integrated economic tendency and evangelic savor – a “servant leader”176. The 
shoppers, too, were women of the same fabric, creating a consumer environment with 
increasingly Christian products. This “spot-cleaned […] shopping zone“177 where explicit 
music, for example, was almost impossible to acquire due to a thorough screening. As 
Weber had noted, God’s favor was measured in terms of the importance of the goods 
produced in it for the community to early seventeenth century Calvinist, in the same way, 
the evangelical consumers could via Wal-Mart engage in commerce, which was set in 
terms of procuring wholesome goods for the family with the cooperation’s emphasis on 
family values. Thusly, the evangelical’s agenda of pro-life, pro-marriage and pro-decency 
became the shopping manual for Wal-Mart-leaders178. 
Where the Christian fundamentalists of the 1920s had embraces William Jennings 
Bryan, it was not for his liberal economic ideas. From the 1980s onward, the Christian 
Right endorsed subminimum wages (despite most of their supporters being less affluent), 
a return to the gold standard, protectionist trade policies, privatizing the welfare system, 
cuts in social spending, a flat tax and an end to the estate tax 179.  How this fit with Jesus 
saying "that a rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven"180 has not been 
examined here. The strong rural appeal of Wal-mart, the use of local employees in their 
advertising and their use of demographic data could also be ascribed to the success of 
Wal-mart, perhaps more than it's Christian values. The enormous buying power of a big 
business, I would argue, has put many Christian bookstores out of business. 
The link between religious history and economic history is not always obvious. 
Though Max Weber’s major work is close to a hundred years now, the main idea, I my 
opinion, is still interesting. Theology can, as can ideologies, have a real effect on people’s 
worldview. The Social Gospels, the Carnegies of the world, might not have sought to bring 
people onto Christ or other deities, but there ideas of Christianity play a role in the 
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economy the promoted or engaged in. The idea of Christian politics, be it withdrawn from 
the public eye or out in the open, is central to much Christian doctrine, but as Moreton’s 
study of Wall-Mart shows, an underlying Christian belief can make a deeply religious 
outcome – even though it is not thought as a ‘Christian enterprise’. I think, unfortunately, 
the influence of churches has been downplayed when it comes to economics. It might be 
easy to see a correlation between voting patterns and denominations or church attention – 
but can one also say something about consummation of goods and services with that in 
mind?  
 
Jimmy ‘Born-again’ Carter vs. Reaganomics 
 
"We should live our lives as though Christ were coming this afternoon"  
- Jimmy Carter, talk to Bible-class - Marantha Bible Church, Plains, GA, 1976181 
 
Whether or not the Carter presidency was a failed presidency is not the topic of this paper. 
I do, on the other hand, want to see how his religious belief can be seen in his presidency 
or if he was just a “tone-deaf moralist [who was] fortunate to find himself in the right place 
at the right time”182. By examining this, we might see how a deeply religious liberal 
politician is estimated by historians, searching for explanations to the rise of the Religious 
Right. 
 Carter campaigned on a promise of “never knowingly lie” to the public and that 
the United States deserved a government “as good as the American people”183. In the 
Democratic primary he understood, more than any of the more well-established 
candidates, the new nominations process and finances reform the party had adapted in 
1972. In the numerous caucuses and primaries over many months gaining momentum 
would be important. Carter realized this and captured the nomination184. To live up to his 
campaign-promise of restoring integrity to the oval office, he had to win the 1976 election 
against Gerald Ford. His predecessor had, as a devout Episcopalian and a man of great 
piety, “always felt a closeness to God” but refused to “play the faith card”185. Jimmy Carter, 
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being from a Southern Baptist family, had no problem with personalizing his religion. It was 
rooted in him186. After his first and unsuccessful bid for governor of Georgia in 1966, he 
underwent a ‘born-again’ experience187. If you are a Baptist, this is a fairly common 
theological concept188. This motivated him to devote his life to living a Christian life and he 
sought great influence in the works of Reinhold Niebuhr, a minister and writer, who gave 
him the idea that the goals of politics was to use government to create justice in a sinful 
world189. He also sought spiritual counsel from his evangelical sister Ruth Carter 
Stapleton190. As a voice of a New South, more urban and racially tolerant, the moderate 
progressive Georgian appealed to a broad base of voters – among those exited about his 
candidacy where religious conservatives. His ‘born-again’ rhetoric caught their attention – 
and come election day, also their votes191. Even though Carter stumbled over a Playboy 
Magazine interview, in which he spoke of biblical sexual moral, the core message in the 
interview was: “I don’t think I would ever take same frame of mind that Nixon or Johnson 
did  … distorting the truth … I think that my religious beliefs alone would prevent that 
…”192. He was criticized for the publication chosen to deliver the message from several 
ministers, but he survived the fiasco. This is, in my opinion, a shame to discard this 
interview because of reservations on nature of the magazine, because Carter gave good 
account of his personal faith. “Jesus teaches us not to judge … We don’t assume the role 
of judge and say: ‘You’re condemned because you commit sins”. Come inaugural day he 
again showed his convictions of integrity by starting: “For myself and for our Nation, I want 
to thank my predecessor for all he has done to heal our land”. He continued to address 
“the inner and spiritual strength of our Nation” and quotes the bible: “what is good; and 
what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly 
with thy God”193. He spoke of “a new spirit” and reiterates that the “nation's continuing 
moral strength and our belief in an undiminished”. His inaugural speech demonstrates his 
personal belief and gives us a clear idea of the importance of morality to Jimmy Carter. 
“Our commitment to human rights must be absolute, our laws fair, our national beauty 
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preserved; the powerful must not persecute the weak, and human dignity must be 
enhanced” 194. These where the goals of his presidency. 
 An early step to complete his inaugural goals was the renegotiation of the 
Panama Canal Treaties. To give this “gracious apology [for] past wrongdoing” he had to 
pay a lot of political capital. His push for human-rights in the third world angered many 
American allies in the Cold War, he believed he followed a moral agenda195. Environment, 
civil service reform, and the civil rights was put on the agenda by Carter and peace efforts 
– most notable the Camp David Agreement – were part of a liberal agenda196. The hike in 
oil prices following the 1979 energy crisis and the 'stagflation' of the economy became a 
great problem for Carter197. Originally intended to be an address about the energy-crises, 
on July 15, 1979 Carter gave his Crisis of Confidence-speech198. The crisis was, in Carters 
view, more than “gasoline lines or energy shortages [and] deeper even than inflation or 
recession”. He wanted to talk “about a fundamental threat to American democracy”. “It is a 
crisis of confidence. It is a crisis that strikes at the very heart and soul and spirit of our 
national will. We can see this crisis in the growing doubt about the meaning of our own 
lives and in the loss of a unity of purpose for our nation”, he stated and continued: “In a 
nation that was proud of hard work, strong families, close-knit communities, and our faith 
in God, too many of us now tend to worship self-indulgence and consumption. Human 
identity is no longer defined by what one does, but by what one owns. But we've 
discovered that owning things and consuming things does not satisfy our longing for 
meaning”. Carter sees the loss of meaning stemming from “disrespect” for institutions such 
as schools and churches as well as the presiding tragedies of the 1960s and 1970s: 
 
“We were sure that ours was a nation of the ballot, not the bullet, until the murders of John 
Kennedy and Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. We were taught that our armies 
were always invincible and our causes were always just, only to suffer the agony of 
Vietnam. We respected the Presidency as a place of honor until the shock of 
Watergate”199 
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As opposed to his praise of Ford from his inaugural, thanking him for all he had done to 
heal our land, he stated: “these wounds are still very deep. They have never been healed”. 
He then goes in the technical details of conservations. He links the crises of energy to a 
moral level. “Energy will be the immediate test of our ability to unite this nation”, he 
summed up and added: “we can succeed only if we tap our greatest resources - America’s 
people, America’s values, and America’s confidence.” “Whenever you have a chance, say 
something good about our country. With God’s help and for the sake of our nation, it is 
time for us to join hands in America. Let us commit ourselves together to a rebirth of the 
American spirit”200.  
 I believe the so-called ‘malaise speech’ is a fantastic example of the moralist 
idealism of James Earl Carter. His focus on human right and the Panama Canal treaties 
does, in my view, illustrate how his idealism played out. He had a clear idea of right and 
wrong, of justice. Human rights where based on a wish for universal justice and respect for 
unalienable rights of man. Returning the Canal back to Panama was the morally right thing 
to do. Restoring the American spirit was a religious test. The speech is much more than a 
speech on energy – it is a speech concerning the American soul. The sacrifice of the 
energy crises can be seen as the sacrifice the redeem Americans for its sins. As Randall 
Balmer puts it: “[Carter’s] pledged of honesty and decency … resonated with Americans 
eager to purge the nation of Nixon, the shame of Watergate, the ignominy of Vietnam, and, 
quite possibly, the excesses of the counterculture”201. To evangelicals - of whom some 
were fundamentalist - Carter had brought them out of their apolitical hibernation by 
speaking in a language in which they found a resonance to their faith. But they turned out 
to be far more conservative than he was202. They had, many of them voting for the first 
time, help him win the presidential election, but by the late 1970s a conservative 
movement was emerging. Angered by the cultural trends, evolution and homosexuality, a 
Virginia Baptist evangelical by the name Jerry Falwell helped create Moral Majority in 
1979203. Falwell would later claim Moral Majority won Reagan the 1980-election, and it is 
without doubt the fundamentalist group of the 1970s and 1980s that got the most 
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attention204. With a social conservative agenda they formed a coalition with the Sunbelt's 
New Right of the Barry Goldwater (Arizona business-man turned Conservative 1964-
presidential candidate) in an alliance against liberalism205. Issues as taxation and abortion 
became part of their platform. Amongst one of the reasons mostly cited was the abortion 
issue, which Carter had personally opposed, but he had not shown any initiative to make it 
illegal206. He had, though, to the dismay from some feminist, opposed federal funding for 
abortion207.  Even though the Southern Baptist Convention supported abortion – first in 
1971 and again in 1974 and 1976208 – the winds changed with a conservative revolution in 
1979 the SBC. A purge of liberals had started by a grassroots effort to elect conservatives 
to the SBC-presidencies, transforming the SBC into a powerful church-body the following 
decades. It is argued that Roe v. Wade – the US Supreme Court’s decision in favor of 
woman’s right to abortion – was the catalyst of the Religious Right209.  
 The reason to the desertion of Religious Right from the Carter camp could be 
found in Ronald Reagan’s rhetorical question from the Carter-Reagan debate of 1980 – 
“Are you better off than you were four years ago?”210. Apparently, the Religious Right was 
not. The traditionalist white evangelicals shifted in large numbers to the GOP ticket and the 
reason was not just inflation211. Groups such as Christian Voice – a group rating the ‘moral 
votes’ in congress – mobilized social conservatives in a mix of anti-homosexuality, anti-
pornography and traditional pro-business politics. This underlined the merge of Big 
Business Republicans and the Religious Right. These groups were very important to the 
Republicans' 'Southern Strategy’, and Reagan cleverly incorporated prominent white 
evangelicals in his campaign212. Ronald Reagan, a divorced man and rarely a church 
attendee, was an unlikely ally with the Religious Right. But he was, somehow, able to get a 
majority among the evangelicals to be victorious in 1980213. Even more puzzling, in light of 
the religious support, Reagan signed as governor of California the Therapeutic Abortion 
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Act of 1967 – one of the most liberal abort laws in the country214. But still, and here I 
believe lies the answer to his success, the Religious Right leadership embraced him. 
Reagan had joined the ‘pro-life’ movement just in time for the 1980-election. He insisted 
abortion was one of his top moral concerns215. Yet, nowhere in his 700-plus 
autobiography, An American Life (1990), is abortion mentioned. Though the moral issue 
was brought up front, the ‘Evil Empire’-rhetorics of Reagan’s administration gave a 
Christian twist to the Cold War. His strong anti-Communist tone played well in the ears of 
evangelicals despising the atheism of Soviet Russia. 
 
Mobilizing Falwell's Majority 
 
“Falwell knew his own views and knew that those views were shared by millions of 
Americans who had become disengaged from American public life. Falwell led them into 
the public square, articulated a coherent rationale for their involvement in politics, and 
made them the largest and most organized constituency in the contemporary Republican 
Party. He baptized the American Right”216. 
- Michael Stevens Witers, On Falwell, 2012 
 
 
If the Religious Right was to be personified by one person, it would be in form of Reverend 
Jerry Falwell. Therefore, any analysis of Christian conservatism must at least once cast its 
gaze on him and The Moral Majority. From his Church in Lynchburg, Virginia, he formed a 
coalition of evangelicals, fundamentalist and conservative voters seeking political clout in 
its holy war. 
 What do we mean when we say 'The Moral Majority'? Officially formed in 
1979, the group served as an umbrella organization for a myriad of smaller groups that 
came to be associated with the Religious Right. One of its oldest precursor groups is 
Phyllis Schlafly's Eagle Forum, founded in 1972, which were instrumental in defeating the 
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)217. In 1977, Methodist Minister Donald Wildmon founded 
the American Family Association, whose legal department fought back against secular 
school curricula and organized boycotts of sponsors of immoral TV-Shows. Most 
importantly, in 1979, the couple of Beverly and Timothy LaHaye founded Concerned 
Women of America (CWA). In direct opposition to Second Wave-feminist Betty Friedan's 
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National Organization for Woman (founded in 1966), CWA brought together 
fundamentalist grassroots activist. Through woman's prayer meetings, Bible study-groups 
and - which proved quite innovative - direct mail and newsletters. Also important to their 
success, they went beyond their fundamentalist base and also included Catholics, 
mainline protestants and evangelicals. They remain the only group which has sustained a 
viable political influence in the post-Reagan years, most notable is their role in Harriet 
Miers failed Supreme Court-nominated by George W. Bush in 2005. Bush withdrew the 
nomination after CWA questioned whether she might subscribed to a "radical theory of 
feminism", because Miers initiated woman's studies lectures at Texas Christian University 
Law School218. The Moral Majority sprung from, and embraced, these aforementioned 
groups. According to a sociological study made by Ball State professors Joseph Tamney 
and Steven Johnson, Explaining Support for the Moral Majority, the Christian Right is a 
social movement defined as "a set of opinions and beliefs in a population which represents 
preferences for changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution 
of a society"219. The study associates the movement with a particular form of Christianity, 
that is fundamentalism. “The Moral Majority was a political organization committed to 
making fundamentalist morality into law, to the religious defense of pure capitalism, and to 
the concept of the united states as an instrument of God's will"220. Led by an ecumenical 
trio of Evangelical Jerry Falwell, Catholic Paul Weyrich and the Jew Howard Philips, they 
sad aside religious differences to represent unity in a common course. 
 I have chosen to take a look at main leader Jerry Falwell, as I believe he is 
key to finding the trigger of this mobilization of Christian voters. An issue analysis will 
touch upon abortion, gender equality and gay rights. Hence, I assert that Falwell and the 
Moral Majority used biblical authority to (re)enforce a 'Christian Nation-narrative', to 
counter and challenge liberal modernism in American society. This coincided with the 
'Middle-American' backlash of the late-1960s as represented by one city worker, 
exclaiming: "These welfare people get as much as I do, and I work my ass off and come 
home dead tired. They get up late and can shack up all day long and watch the tube"221. 
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Falwell's rhetoric, plus the channeling of grassroots activist through the Moral Majority, 
merged the agenda of evangelicals and conservatives alike. A political machinery able to 
elect conservative candidates nation-wide became fueled by new groups of voters (namely 
fundamentalist Christians previously disinterested in presidential politics) - and Jerry 
Falwell sad by the steering wheel. 
 So who was Jerry Falwell? Born in 1933, the evangelical Southern Baptist 
pastor founded his own church - Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) in Lynchburg - at 
age 22. From 1956 on he worked indefatigably to make his church a center for social 
change, founding rehab-programs, helping unwed mothers and by embracing new 
technological possibilities inform of a Televangelist Ministry. The TRBC is in many ways a 
prototype of the mega-church, a phenomenon well-known in the 21st century, providing 
daycare, pre-schools, parochial K-10-education, sports and even band practice222. He also 
founded Lynchburg Christian Academy in 1967, today know as Liberty University, in 
Virginia. The purpose of Falwell's activities was to win souls for Christ. Not only did he 
connect with Evangelicals, but Fundamentalists as well. But Falwell also sought to “reach 
beyond his fundamentalist colleagues and tap into the conservative minds of evangelicals. 
Falwell continually reached out to conservative evangelicals who were not 
fundamentalists, and to conservative Catholics and Jews as well.”223 His impetus to 
become politically active, though, was business. If America became a modern Sodom, or 
simply if the secularization of modern society continues, fewer people could be persuaded 
to join his congregation. 
 
Minister and Marches 
 
 It is by no means inherent in Jerry Falwell theology that he should become 
involved in politics. Coming of age in a school-system before Engle (1962) and Schempp 
(1963) - the ban on public school-sponsored prayer and bible readings - he would, I will 
assert, have no reason to see his himself mixing religion and politics. This is evident in his 
Ministers and Marches-sermon, delivered on March 21, 1965 at the TRBC for a crowd of 
about 1,000 people224. He starts by asking: "Does the 'CHURCH' have any command from 
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God to involve itself in marches, demonstrations, or any other actions, such as many 
ministers and church leaders are doing today in the name of civil rights reform?". The 
background for this question, he provides us, is the "compulsion to join the civil rights 
efforts ... [which] many very sincere Christians" felt. He personally questioned the sincerity 
and "non-violent intentions" of Civil Rights-leaders such as Martin Luther King, who he 
sees as "Communist" opportunist. The marches "have done more to damage race 
relations ... than to help!". He states: "Since all ... Christians accept the bible to be the 
verbally inspired Word of God", we should find that "[n]owhere are we [Christians] 
commissioned to reform the externals ... Our ministry is not reformation but 
transformation". He meets sinners every Sunday - "involved in the worst kinds of sin" - 
becoming "God-fearing servants of Christ". Not because "we lead a march" or through 
legislation, but in "Christian love" he reiterate Philippians 3:20 - "For our citizenship is in 
Heaven". Falwell reminds his congregation that, although they must obey the laws of the 
land, "we are cognizant that our only purpose on this earth is to know Christ and make Him 
known". Proselytizing, and nothing else - "including fighting communism" - should be their 
livelihood. If all preachers did this, "a revival would grip our land", making the Civil Rights 
violations would be "overcome". He concludes: "Love cannot be legislated ... The church 
needs to become dedicated once again to the task of preaching Christ ... social reform ... 
cannot meet the needs of the human soul". 
 What we see here is a classical Chialist-theology. There is nothing we can do, 
here on earth, to improve our condition; we must let Christ do the work for us. One can 
even argue that pacifism is channeled here as well, when - in the era of the Cold War - not 
even communism should be forcefully fought. It is, though, a classical conservative 
argument that social change should come from civil society, not from the government. 
Charity based self-help, not legislative reforms. 
 
Abortion, a Wake Up Call? 
 
So if Reverend Falwell and his likes saw politics as a dead end in the 1960s, they were 
armed and ready in the late-1970s. What could have motivated Falwell? When the Engle 
and Schempp-cases had been handed down, he uttered dismay of the decision. Yet, there 
was no call for political change. Politics was seen as dirty, something not to get involved 
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in. Still, indignation over the declining moral fabric of American culture was rampant. 
Falwell decided to leave the exile from the mainstream that fundamentalism previously had 
chosen, bringing together the evangelical and fundamentalist. He energized a bloc of 
voters and brought them into the fold of the Republican voting bloc225. 
 Where the 1960s gave roots to the Moral Majority, as a movement, then, the 
1970s was when their mobilization manifested itself in political organization. They gained 
traction, but why? If we ask The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary president, Al 
Mohler, the legalization of abortion in Roe vs Wade (1973) was crucial. The “overturning 
[of Roe ] became the preeminent political task of social conservatives”226. Coming from a 
Baptist, this is quite interesting, if we look at the theology of the abortion issue. Where 
Catholicism has always had a strict teaching against abortion, citing “the body without the 
spirit is dead”227 and the Law of Moses228, Baptists has not been as unambiguous as 
Mohlers statement would justify. Even Falwell gives this impression saying to legalize 
“abortion-on-demand, did more to destroy our nation than any other decision”229. But if we 
look to the SBC's governing body (their annual convention) and the resolutions they 
passed on abortion, we might get a different impression. These resolutions are theological 
statements on issues concerning Baptist faith, and often express the established creeds of 
the SBC, as with the aforementioned BF&M. 
 The first such resolution was passed in 1971, as the Roe-case was starting its 
travel up through the court circuits. The Resolution on Abortion230 starts out by 
acknowledging that “American society today are faced with difficult decisions about 
abortion” It sums up the two sides of the issue, pro-choice being called “purely private 
matter between a woman and her doctor”, hence – according to this view – “there [should] 
be no abortion legislation”. The pro-life view is “no legal abortion, or … [only] permit 
abortion only if the life of the mother is threatened”. The Convention "express the belief 
that society has a responsibility to affirm ... a high view of the sanctity of human life, 
including fetal life", but they call upon all; 
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"Southern Baptists to work for legislation that will allow the possibility of abortion under 
such conditions as rape, incest, clear evidence of severe fetal deformity, and carefully 
ascertained evidence of the likelihood of damage to the emotional, mental, and physical 
health of the mother"231.  
 
We see here a very nuanced view. This resolution was, three years later, reaffirmed in the 
resolution called Resolution on Abortion and Sanctity of Human Life, passed in Dallas, 
Texas in 1974232, stating that the resolution on abortion of 1971 "reflected a middle ground 
between the extreme of abortion on demand and the opposite extreme of all abortion as 
murder". Citing the "responsibly from a Christian perspective" to be "to seek God's 
guidance through prayer and study in order to bring about solutions to continuing abortion 
problems in our society". We have here both a nuanced and continual view on the point. 
Nowhere is it expressed that legislation is the answer to societies problems. In fact, in a 
Resolution on Abortion of 1976233, it was underscored that though "Abortion is a very 
serious moral and spiritual problem of continuing concern to the American people", and 
that the SBC saw it as "a responsibility [for Christians] to deal with all moral and spiritual 
issues, which affect society, including the problems of abortion", they would "affirm our 
conviction about the limited role of government in dealing with matters relating to abortion, 
and support the right of expectant mothers to the full range of medical services and 
personal counseling for the preservation of life and health". 
 What we see here is, again, an evangelical interpretation of how to deal with 
social challenges and personal morality. Baptists should seek to offer guidance in forms of 
prayer and biblical study. Government should not get in between this guidance and the 
people who would need it. Yet, six years later, the SBC adopted yet another resolution on 
abortion, this time adding the work 'Infanticide'234. This time, the resolution now sees 
"[b]oth medical science and biblical references indicat[ing] that human life begins at 
conception", as views also held by Catholics: 
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"Judicial opinion [Roe] gives no guarantee of protection of pre-born persons ... [W]hich has 
led to the killing of an estimated four thousand developing human beings daily in the 
United States, and ...  Social acceptance of abortion has begun to dull society's respect for 
all human life, leading to growing occurrences of infanticide, child abuse, and active 
euthanasia"235. 
 
 Then, which is a new theological stance, the SBC interprets the creation 
described in Genesis as "both born and pre-born, is sacred, bearing the image of God". 
Furthermore, they "abhor the use of ... tax money ... for the practice of selfish, medically 
unnecessary abortions" and now they "support and will work for appropriate legislation 
and/or constitutional amendment which will prohibit abortions except to save the ... life of 
the mother, and that we also support and will work for legislation which will prohibit the 
practice of infanticide". 
 The changes in SBC's stance on abortion can tell us a lot of firstly, how the 
issue was about personal moral and the health of women. It is private at no matter for the 
federal government. Secondly, it becomes a moral issue for the whole nation, but no 
different than so many other moral issues. Then, lastly, we see it being described as an 
'infanticide' that must be legislated against. The theological stance is even more clear, as it 
Old Testament-scripture becomes the basis of this new creed. Such a change would be 
missed without this aspect, and too easily could one buy into the Religious Rights own 
account, saying that abortion was the pivotal course mobilizing Christians in the late-
1970s. Not until 1982 was the SBC's stance unambiguous against abortion. 
 
Vindicating Theology - a Conclusion: 
 
Let us begin this conclusion by returning to where we started, the Kitzmiller-case. Only by 
unearthing the theological provenance of the Intelligent Design-theory was Judge John E. 
Jones able to dismiss it as nothing but Creationism in disguise.  Therefore, I would argue, 
a thorough understanding of theology is not just a task for the seminarians. It matters in 
Courts of Law, in social-history and in politics. Hence, the theory of ideology, concretizing 
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thoughts to political ideas - using Ideal types - can help us see a link between theology 
and socio-economic actions. I would claim that Max Weber's Protestant Ethic pawed the 
way for theology as a dimension in political history. He shoved that complex ideas as 
predestination actually had an impact on how those subscribing to that theological strand 
would act. 
 Randall Balmer's 'Kennedy-paradigm' is an interesting hypothesis, but it does 
not stick. How could evangelicals such as Falwell build up a Televangelist Mega-Church, if 
religious indifference prevailed? Still, as a period - and not a paradigm - it can tell us a lot 
of about the intellectual idea of a liberal consensus. Civil Religion, too, is a pluralistic way 
of trying to envision a non-denominational nationalism in a multi-cultural society. This is 
too conformist to my liking, and a political document such as the Bill of Rights needs an 
ever-changing meaning. Otherwise, we would never have the American democracy 
expanded out of its founding White Protestant landowning elite. As pertaining to the 
historiography on the Religious Right specifically and the Post-war period in general, the 
scholarly body is opening its eyes to what theology can offer on the matter. The Scopes 
trial is a good example of how political- and social-historians can draw a lot from Church 
history, in order why Fundamentalism clash (and still clashes) with modernity. Hopefully 
and with the use of a theological understanding, historians would see the controversy of 
Scopes as a part of a much broader story than just the early winnings of liberal 
intellectualism and instead see it as the advent of modern Fundamentalist Evangelicalism. 
This works as a theological umbrella - just like moral majority was an organizational one - 
which brings together Catholics, Mormons and militant grassroots activist on a joint 
venture against any notion of a consensus. 
 Though the Ideology of the Cold War provides a common foe for Americans to 
rally against, the turmoil of the 1960s proves to me how important conflicts are as a driving 
force in history - especially in a pluralist society. Luckily, historians do not easily accept the 
bilateralism of this period. It was not either or - as it seem to be in the Cold War-optics on 
the world - in American politics. The complexity of George Wallace, for example, as a 
political figure, gives evidence to how theology sometimes is missing from the discussion. 
Wallace was not simply racist, as Dan Carter insinuates in Politics of Rage. A core belief of 
fundamentalist Southern Christians was that the local school was the only way to preserve 
Civilization. Therefore, segregation was - to them - more than just resentment (or even 
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hatred) toward afro-Americans. Keeping control - and tax exemption - was, in this 
ideological track, the only way to preserve freedom and a way of life. This, of cause, 
discarded any rights and needs of minorities. The Economic history of Wal-mart, on the 
other hand, demonstrates how the protestant work ethics fuses with big business, in a way 
that only American theology would allow. Still, I reiterate, aiming to preserve Civilization, 
however misconstrued this concept is. 
 The Carter - Reagan election was not an election between different strands of 
piety, even if Carter himself was a deeply Baptist and Reagan a successfully cloak himself 
in evangelical apparel. It was, however, a choice between consensus and revolt. The 
liberal pluralistic post war-consensus went out with the baby in the bathwater, although I 
would argue, it was Watergate, Vietnam and the cultural backlash of 1968 and onward that 
tore the common course asunder. It should also state that the lack of Civil Rights for afro-
Americans demonstrates that any real commonality was purely and intellectual ideal. 
Theology, I would argue, could tell us why the American people needed to be redeem from 
the sins of Nixon, with the pious moralist Carter restoring grace to the nation. 
 Lastly, I demonstrated, by examining the theological stances of the SBC, we 
see a change toward a fundamentalist understand and interpretation of the sanctity of life, 
as related to abortion. We also find in Falwell a poster boy for Fundamentalist 
Evangelicalism. The shift emerging as federal action on Civil Rights started to shake up 
the Christian School-system through integration and abortion was, in my opinion, just an 
appendix to the real core of the movement - a strict Dispensationalist theology. Theology 
as a dimension in American political history, therefore, should not be overlooked, and this 
is fortunately not the case, as some historians sees its value - at least when they are able 
to untangle themselves from the backlog of liberal consensus history. 
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